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ABSTRACT

Monitoring of data skew sensitive or vector oriented processes is

l imited with the present data acquisition system architectures. A

unified vector oriented architecture that elirninates the traditional

barriers (both technologìcal and conceptuaì) between the phenomena

sensìng, acquisitìon, processing and netvlorking layers, utilizing

silicon as the implementation material , has been postulated. A new

converter archi tecture has been deveì oped based on the non fati gue

propertjes of silicon to form highly accurate integrated sensors, thus

extendi ng the concept of systol ic computati on to a new i ntegrated

sensì ng, correcti on, conversi on and computati on structure - the

systoìic converter. The problem of a vector-oriented process occurring

ìn a gìobally monitored area, partìtíoned jnto locally monitored areas,

has also been identjfied. A new systolic network architecture has been

deveìoped to faci litate distributed systolic converter synchronizatjon

and systolìc processing throughout the network. The thesis also shows

that for a subspace oF paral 1e1 aìgorìthms, a systol jc netÌ.,,ork can be

designed with the help of a unified set of design rules that apply for

both the microarchitecture (VLSI level) and macroarchitecture (network

level). The systolic network extends and unifies the basic concepts of

systolic computations and local network architecture, by introducing a

Unified Network Element as the network counterpart of a systol ic

computational cell. It has also been shown that subspacr's of systol ic

algori uhms are directly appl icable to global systolic network

processing. The vital ity of the systolic network has been proven by

its methodological design impìementation and testing in various

appì i cati ons never attempted before.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTTON

1.1 Probl em Definition

A typicaì data acquisition system (DAS) is shown schernatically in

Fig. 2,1(a). Such a system includes sensors, signal condjtioning

units, a muìtiplexer (MUX), one analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and a

computer. Aìthough the basic bujìdjng blocks of such a system may take

different forms, the blocks are usua1 ly considered as lumped devices or

subsystems, performing their functions and communicating data under the

control of the computer. Such ìumped generaì purpose DAS architectures

traditionaìly utilize discrete, hybrid, or 'large scale integratìon

(LSI ) cornponents for the sensors and conversi on bl ocks, whi I e very

large scale integration (VLSi) is usualìy confined to the computing and

control and communication bl ock s.

Such a DAS usually col lects data from a remotely monjtored area

(MA) through a set of sensors. To assure that the data acquired from

sensors located in noisy environments are not contaminated with

unr.ranted noise, mul tipìexed isolated data acquisition systems (MIDAS)

are utiìized. The MIDAS cxhibits the foììowing features: (i) ohmic

isolation between the com'y'uter and an MA; (ii) High common-mode noise

rejection; and (iii) High nonmal-mode noise rejection. Implementation

of the MIDAS is based on the following three architectures: (i) Guarded

DAS; (ii) Flying capacitor DAS; and (iii) DAS \'ri th isol ation ampli-

fiers, as shown in Fig.2.2 and discussed further in Chapter 2.

-1-



All three lr4lDAS architectures have nany drawbacks which include:

(i) Tne data acquisition chain incorporates unnecessary translations of

signals fron discrete to analog form, and vice versa, thus reducing the

overal1 DAS accuracy and reliability; (ii) 'lh e isolation schemes

require either electrornechanical devices or expensive hybrid isolation

arnplifìers; (iii) All channels, each associated with a sensor and ìocal

or remote conditioning unit, are scanned sequentiaì ìy, thus reducing

the DAS throughput; (iv) The sequentjal channel scanning results in an

inherent skew of data, i.e., each successive data point acquired is

delayed vrith respect to its predecessor; (v) No unified generic sensor

family exists for phenomena measurements; and (vi) The overall system

for a ìarge number of channels is buìky and does not lend itseìf to

mi ni aturi zation.

Non-multiplexed isolated data acquisition systems (NIDAS) schemes

based on N conversion units, each attached to a singìe channeì, are

shown in Fì9. 2.1(b) and Fig. 2.3, respectiveìy. A1 though the NIDAS

schemes enhance the system data throughput and may reduce the data skew

(if al1 conversion units are activated sìmultaneousìy), other

drawbacks rernai n unchanged. The two enhancements may be offset by a

new computational bottleneck due to the increased data throughput.

As a result of the previous discussion, we could classify the

conversion methods into three groups: (i) Scalar; (ii) Vector; and

(iii) Array. The scalar conversion rBthod relies on a single data

conversion unit which is time-multiplexed between N channeìs. Except

for the si ngl e channel confi gurati on (N=1 ) , thi s method i nherently

2



leads to data skew between channels. The vector conversion method is

based on N conversion units, each attached to a single channel , that

are activated simultaneously. If the conversion time of an A/D

converter is not a function of a corresponding channeì input signal ,

data skehr is el iminated compìetely. The array conversion method is

based on tl,to or three dimensional assembl ies of simultaneously

activated conversion units. The vector conversion method resul ts in a

data set, with N elements. The set shall be called either a state

vector of an MA or a state vector . Process moni tori ng appl icati ons

that are data skew sensitive, will be referred to as vector orjented

proc es s es .

Converters based on eithen the scalar or non-scalar conversion

methods will supply streams of data in the form of scaìars or vectors

or arrays , The streams can be processed by di fferent computj ng

structures, such as microprocessors, multiple processors and systolic

arrays. A mismatch betr,,een the form of input data (scalar or vector)

and the selected cor,rputer will naturally lead to a computatjonal

bottleneck. For example, consider a vector oriented process to be

rnonitored at a single MA. To eliminate the data skew, one would use N

simultaneously activated converters (NIDAS architecture) to obtain a

stream of state vectors . I f the state vectors woul d have to be

processed by a microprocessor, according to a given algorithm, the mis-

match woul d occurt and the computational bottl eneck coul d impose a

limit on the system data throughput. The system throughPut is reduced

even further, if the microprocessor must be invol ved in the

compensation and linearization of sensors.

-3-



The single MA data acquisition and processing iust described may

not be adequate for processes exhibiting varjations in their character-

istics from one area to another. In such a case, a vector orjented

process occurring within a gìobally monitored area (GMA) , shoul d be

partitioned into vector oriented subprocesses, each related to a

distinct MA. Consequently, acquisition and processing of the global

state vector, through a distributed vector oriented NIDAS, poses the

following aì"chitectural probìems: (i) How to obtain a global state

vector from the distributed NIDAS, each capable of monitoring a vector

oriented subprocess in a single MA; and (ii) How to process the global

state vector. The general purpose nature of a conventional NiDAS

provi des onìy a parti al sol uti on or no sol uti on at al I to the

questions. Clear'ly, a microprocessor r^rilI not be adequate to assure ô

high systern data throughput.

The advent in VLSI circuits and systems, partìcularly in highly

concurrent computational structures and integnated sensors have

recently provided excellent opportunity for high performance special

purpose, distributed vector oriented NIDAS. However, most of the

developnents reported in the avaiIable Iiterature concentrate on

improvements of various DAS buildìng blocks through research conducted

in disjojnt disciplines (e.9. integrated sensors, VLSI conputing

architectures and networks), with no major impact on DAS architectures.

The research presented in this thesis is intended to fill the gap by

providing a unified net,/{ork architecture for vector orjented processes.

The architecture utilizes VLSI methodology (with requir"ed extension)

-4-



throughout the phenomena sensing, data acquisition, data processing and

data communi cati ons ì ayers.

L.2 Research Objecti ves

The following three major research objectives were set in this

thesis:

a) To develop a unified netvronk architecture for vector oriented

processes;

b) To formulate the building bìocks of the architecture which include:

(i) Integrated Sensors; (ii) Systolic Converter; (iii) A Unjfied

Network Element; and (iv) A Systolic ñetwork. The name systolic

has been selected to emphasize the concurrent nature of the data

conversion method, data processing. as weì l as 91 obal synchro-

nization of the netvrork related to vector oriented pnocesses; and

c ) To deveì op the kernel of a desi gn nethodology for the uni fj ed

archi tecture,

The three research objectives l,Jere intended to advance the

knowledge, technology, and design methodology, respectively, reflecting

an i ntegrated research, engi neeri ng and technol ogy transfer envi ron-

ment where the thesis work was conducted. The results presented in

this work fuìfil the research objectives.

1.3 Literature Survey of Related Hork

A I i terature survey on data skew sensi tj ve di stributed DAS was

-5-



conducted wi th emphasi s on the fol I owi ng appl icatj on areas: ( i ) Nuc lear

site and nuclear dump radiation monitoring systems; (ii) Nuclear

physics experimentation; (iii) Meteorological DAS; (iv) l'lind tunnel

testst (v) Offshore oil rigs; and (vi) Lasers' Aìthough.a vast

l iteralure and many books It-+] refer to DAS, the survey has revealed

no direct references related to the scope of the thesís, excluding a

technical report, presentation and two pubì ications related to this

work that are described below.

A nuclear radiation monitoring system, utilizing a hierarchical

multiloop network architecture and simu'l taneous counting rnodules, was

developed and implemented at the Nuclear Reseanch Centre Negev (NRCN)

in Isnael in 1977-1980 [5 ].

The above system vras presented to the Electrical, Instrumentation

and Control Division of the Chalk Rjver Nuclear Labs [6 ]. Valuable

data on the intelligent safety system for the new generation of 0ANDU

neactor was obtained in subsequent discussions, leading to a systolic

reactor shut-down system, al so described in [7 ] and [8 ]. A systol ìc

netvrork architecture for radiation monitoring of a nuclear site is

described ìn 17 ]. A data-skew sensitive process monitoring system wìth

emphasis on integrated sensors and systolic conversion, followed by a

synthesïs of a systolic shut-doìrrn system of a CANDU reactor, is

described in [a]. Other work related to more limited scope of the

thesi s is given below.

A DAS based on simultaneous activation of multipìe sampìe and hold

-6-



units each connected to a remote sensor, followed by a tree of multi-

plexers associated with A/D units, is described jn [9 ]. Neither the

computational bottleneck nor the isolation problem is addressed in that

work. A simultaneous counting system for neutron activation measure-

ment of the Shiva-Laser faci lity, is described in [10 ]. The system

detects c and p radiatíon from four detectors similar to the rnethod

described in t5]' A layered netr,,ork architecture with Iimjted

synchronization features was developed at the Chalk River Labs and is

described in [11], [12]. Their system does not include a vector

oriented process control implenentation, although the network exhibits

features that with few modifications coul d enable such an implement-

ati on.

Integrated sensor fabrication technology requiring costìy laser

trimming to achieve accuracy is described in It¡ ], fol lowed by a

suggestion of a microprocessor based sensor calibratjon. No extct

procedures are mentioned and sensor analog output is assurned. l,,ie can

conclude frorn the survey that the VLSI technology has had almost no

overall impact on the distnibuted NIDAs and vice versa.

1.4 l¡lork 0rgani zati or

The work is divided into ten chapters, following a bottom to top

approach that reflects the evolution of the ideas through an analysis

and synthesis spi ra1 .

Chapter II anaìyzes simultaneous conversion methods and pulse
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stream sensors, A uniprocessor based architecture is synthesjzed and

jts performance is assessed. A description of a nuclear site radjation

monitoring system is provided to emphasize the scope of the problen.

Key limitations of the architecture are anaìyzed to enhance the under-

standing of the probìem defined in the introduction.

Chapters III to VI provide the kernel of the work, following the

natural data flow and probìem definition. Chapter III analyzes the

mechanical properties of silicon suitable for phenomena sensing' An

integrated sensor archítecture is synthesized to enable concurrent

sensor linearization and sensor data conversion in an integrated

systol ic celI .

Further integration occurs in Chapter IV where the composite

problem of state vectors, sensing conversion and processing is

anaìyzed, resulting in a new systolic conversion nìethod and its VLSI

embodiment (a systolic converter) that are described' A detailed

architecture of a systolic converter for a CANDU reactor shut-down is

synthesized, ernphasizing the key architectural features and the level

of obtai ned j ntegrati on.

The processing of gìobaì state vectors from a partitioned GMA is

analyzed pointjng to the need for a new network architecture called a

systolic network. Chapter V describes the network extensions of a

systolic converter to form a unified network eìement (UNE) capable of

sensìng, processing and communicating. A netv{ork archítecture,

supporting djstributed UNEs for global state vector processing is
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synthesized using the same principles as for the systol ic converter.

The anaìogy betr,leen a systolic celI and a UNE is further emphasized

when the netlvork is operated as a computational structure with state

vectors as the basic data elements' A nel,l concept, resulting from the

systolic nature of the nett/ork architecture, called network signature'

is descrjbed which enables network diagnosis, supervision and

performance evol uti on.

Chapter VI provides an analysis of the network performance when

operated in two basic modes: (i) Global state vectors collection; and

(ii) Global state vectors processing' Systol ic algorìthms for matrix

vector multiplication are expanded to work on a systolic network and

the first order throughput and congestion Íìeasures are derived. The

network architecture for this extension is described util izing the

systoìic cell and UNE sYmmetrY.

An object oriented design næthodology, cornposed of the basic

architectural building blocks (integrated sensors, systolic converter'

UNE, systoìic network) is provided in Chapter VII. Each buiìding bìock

has its ass0ciated set of attributes facil itating the design and

synthesis of a variety of configuratìons. Each configuration is fu1 1y

described by a set of obiects and their associated sets of attributes

embedded in the unified architecture.

Chapter ViII provides a case analysis of a reactor shut-down

system, described in Chapter IV, by apptying the design methodology of

Chapter VII. A description of the application of the systolic network
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archjtecture and methodology is provided in Chapter IX. Various data

skew sensitive processes and their architectural solutions are

presented. 0f special interest are the appì ications related to

coherent systolic array conversion and laser strobed applications that

also point to a new research avenue as a dírect extension of this

work.

Chapter X provides both the conclusions fron this work and

necommendations for further research in the area of systolic array

conversion and the required systoìic nettJork extensions ' The impact of

jntegrated optoelectronics and fibre-optic sensor technology on the

architecture has to be further investigated.

The results of this work should be of interest to both researchers

and designers in the related fields.
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CHAPTIR I I

SIMULTANEOUS CONVERSION METHOD

This chapter will describe a lumped non-multipìexed isol ated data

acquisition system (NIDAS) architecture suitable for vector oriented

process monitoring. Pul se stream hybrid sensors wiII be developed to

eliminate the distinction between monitoring of discrete and continuous

phenomena, The vector conversion method, in combìnation with a generic

family of hybrid sensors, constitutes an a1 1 digitaì simultaneous

conversion method. Uniprocessor embodirnents of this method will be

described, fol lowed by theìr perfornance analysis. Although the Iumped

NIDAS architecture exhibits superior performance to any MIDAS, its
'l imitatìons will be anaìyzed to serve as a kernel for an integrated

vector oriented architecture described jn Chapter IIi. The chapter is

of importance for bo !h researchers and desì gners si nce rnany of the

possible embodinents of integrated architectures could be tested viith

I umped i mpl ementations.

2.I Multiplexed and Nonrnultiplexed DAS

A 'lumped DAS coul d take either of the following two forms: (i) A

mul ti -pl exed DAS when a si ngì e conversi on uni t i s time-mul ti pl exed

betrveen N channels (each channel represents a sensor and the associated

signaì conditioning), as shown in Fig. 2.1(a); or (ii) A nonmultiplexed

DAS with a conversion unit attached to each channel , as shown jn

Fig.2.1 (b).
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?..L.1 Mul ti pl exed isolated DAS

Reliable sensor data acquisition of a remotely monitored area (MA)

in a noisy environment wi1ì require an isol ated DAS (IDAS) with the

foì lowing features: (i) Ohmic isolation betvleen the computer and MA;

(ii) High common mode noise rejection; and (iij) High normal -mode noise

rejection. There are three basic nrultipìexed isol ated DAS (l'llDAS)

architectures: (i) Guar^ded MIDAS; (ii ) Flying capacitor MiDAS' and;

(iii) MIDAS with isolation ampl ifiers.

The guarded MIDAS, shovrn in Fig. 2,2(a\, relies on a three wire

reìay analog multiplexer (MUX) and a guarded isolated duaì-sìope

conversion unit that provides the isolation barrier, as well as cornmon

and normal mode noise rejection. The nornal mode reiection is an

embedded feature of the converter due to the i ntegrati on over a

constant peri od of tirne of the sensor output, resul ti ng i n a comb

fi l ter characteri stics.

The fìying capacitor MIDAS (Fig. 2.2(b)) rel ies on a two-wire

relay MUX that switches a capacitor, charged to the channel voltage, to

the input of the successive approxirnati on (SA) A/D converter. The

capacjtor switched between the input and output acts as an isol ated

sample and hold (S & H) device.

The third nethod (Fig. 2,?rc)\ rel ies on an isolation amplifier

attached to each channel to provide the isolation barrier, followed by

a single ended solid state MUX.

i3
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As highl ighted in Chapter I, al 1 three MIDAS architectures have

the foì lowing characteristics: (i) The data acquisition chain

incorporates unnecessary translations from discrete to analog form and

vice versa, thus reducing the overal ì system rel jabil ity and accuracy.

Furthermore, sensors with pulse stream outputs resulting from the

measured phenomenon (e.9. radìation, shaft speed) must be conditioned

to an anaì og form; ( j i ) The i sol ati on scheme requi res ei ther

el ectromechani cal devices or hybrid isolatjon amplifiers; (iij) All

channels, each associated with an analog sensor or a conditioned

discnete sensorl are scanned sequentially, thus reducing the MIDAS

throughput ( the number of converted channel s/ second) ; ( i v ) The

sequential channel scanning and conversion result in ân lnherent datð

skew of related sensor signaìs; (v) No unified generic sensor fami ìy

exists for phenomena measurements; and (vi) The overal l systern for a

'I ar"ge number of channel s is bul ky and does not Iend itsel f to

miniaturization. A nonmuìtipl exed isol ated DAS (NIDAS) architecture

capable of removing some of the problems of MIDAS is described in the

fol I owi ng section.

2.1 .2 Nonmultiplexed lsolated DAS (NIDAS)

Three basic architectures for nonmultiplexed isolated DAS (NIDAS)

are shown schematically in Fig. 2.3 (a)(b)(c). They are intended to

increase system data throughput and reduce data skew, thus addressi ng

two of the drawbacks associated with a MIDAS. If certain conditions

are satisfied, data skew can be el iminated completely forming a lumped

embodiment of the vector conversion method.
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The architecture presented in Fig. 2.3(a) relies on N flying

capacitor reìays for isolation and sampl ing, folìowed by N successive

approximation (SA) A/D coverters. The output of each converter v, (for

1 ( i ( N) is latched into a corresponding data buffer. The data frotn

each buffer is further read and processed by a uniprocessor.

The second architecture shown in Fig. 2.3(b) incorporates N

isolation ampìifiers, followed by N quad-slope (or dual sìope)

monol ithic A/D converters. The output data of each converter v, is
'I atched into a corresponding data buffer for further processing by a

uní proc es so r.

A modification to the above archjtectures is obtained, as shown jn

Fig. 2,3(c). Here, N isolation ampl ifiers are followed by N S&H units

that are activated sìrnultaneously. The state vector, captured in jts

analog form by the S & H array is converted sequentially by a fast

single ended solid state lilUX and SA A/D converter chain. The method

described above reduces the overall cost of the NIDAS.

If a] I the sampling and conversion units in the above three

confìgurations are activated simuìtaneously, and the sampl ing/

conversion time for each channel is not a function of the sensor

signaì, the architectures represent embodiments of the vector

conversion method. 0n the other hand, if the sampìing/conversion time

depends on the ampl i tude of the sensor si gnal , data skew between

channels may not be eliminated, even though alì the units are activated

simultaneously. Consequently, the architectures could not be used for

the vector convers i on method.
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The elirnination of data skew and the increase in the system

throughput solve only tno of the problems common to MIDAS. Even

if monol ithic conversion units or simultaneous S & H modules are used,

the system is very bul ky due to the additjonal hardware required to

aìleviate the remaining drawbacks. The increase of throughput,

approximately by a factor of N, creatês a new computatjonal bottleneck

at the uniprocessor, thus potentialìy limiting the number of channel s.

t^le have analyzed above the multiplexed and nonmultiplexed isoìated

DAS architectures to identífy their limitatjons. The discussion also

singled out simultaneous activation and the jndependence of the

sampljng/conversion time of the amplitude of input signal s as the

necessary and sufficient conditions for a NIDAS wìth anaìog sensors to

be vector oriented. The next section wilI assess the time and data

dependence for three fundamental conversi on methods, parti a'l ly

reflected in the previous discussion.

2.2 Scalar Vector and Arrav Conversion Method

A conventional DAS could be subdivided into a conversion subsystem

followed by a processing subsyste'n. Let us observe the data flow and

time dependence of the scalar, vector, and array conversion methods,

all suitable for lumped implementations. The data flow of the three

basic rnethods is schematlcally il lustrated ìn Fig' 2.4(a)(b)(c),

res pe cti vel y.
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The scalar conversion rnethod, shown in Fì9. 2.4(a), rel ies on a

single conversion unit which is time multipìexed between N channels.

The data element v(i+k) at the output of the conversion unit represents

the measured sensor signal (and the related phenornenon) at a time ti.'¡.

Since each of the data elements has a different time tag, the resulting

queue wi ll be referred to as a ueue of scal ars. The k scal ars

contajned in the queue are further processed foìlowing a given a1 go-

rithm. It should be noted that the scalars do not have to represent

equal 1y time-spaced measurements or a sequenti al scanni ng of the

chan nel s,

The vector conversion method, shown in Fig. 2.4(b), utilizes N

s irnuì taneously acti vated conversj on uni ts, connected to N sensors

spatially djstributed jn an MA. The resulting data set has no tjme

skew betr,Jeen its N data elements. The data set is presented as an N

tuple v(i*k), *h... the superscript denotes the cornmon time tag to all

vector elements. The vectors are pìaced on a queue of ìength k for

further processing. Since a vector represents the state of MA at a

given time, it coul d be viewed as a point in an N dimensionaì

space. The name state vector reflects the meaning of v(i+k)

queue of k state vectors represents a traiectory in the vector space

from u(i) ao u(i*k-1)fo] lo*ing the vector oriented pnocess in an MA

The array conversion nethod, shown in Fig.2.4(c), utilizes an NxL

array of conversion units attached to a spatial 1y distributed NxL set

of sensors. The resulting ,natrix V(i*k)represents the state of MA at

vec tor
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time ti+k. The rnatrices are placed on a queue of length k for further

processing.

The scaìar, vector and array conversion methods iust described

impìy separate conversion and processing buìlding blocks of the DAS'

The lurnped architectures for NIDAS related to vector conversjon coul d

be further improved by a new approach to sensor architecture, resulting

in an alt digitat NIDAS. l,le wjll describe a generic family of pu1 se

stream hybrid sensors for monitorjng radiation and other phenomena.

2.3 Pulse Strean Sensors for Radiation Sensing

In this section, we wil l refer to sensing of ø, 9, .1, X-ray and

neutron radiation. Radiation detectors can generate charge pulses that

could be discriminated and analyzed in two basic modesl (i) Counting

mode; (ii) Continuous mode. The counting mode can be further divided

into t$ro modes: (i) Singìe channel, when aìl counts represent radiation

in a given energy band; and (ii) Multichannel , when the charge puì ses

are discriminated with regard to the energy they represent to obtain

the radiation spectra. Based on this classification, it is obvious

that a multichannel radiation analyzer could be viewed as a composite

of many single channeìs. This is the basis for looking for a unifjed

sensor architecture for radiation measurelnent in the single channel

pulse counting mode. Once this goaì is obtained, a radiatjon area

could be monitored by fixed ampl itude, pulse stream sensors. Reference

[14] will serve as the basic textbook for radiation detection and

measurements in the fol ìowing analysi s.
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A hybri d fí xed ampl i tude, pul se stream sensor for radi ati on

detection is shown schematical ly in Fig. 2.5(a) . The sensor consists

of a radi ati on detector which can be remotely located from the

radiation signal processing section. The detecton output is fed to a

charge sensitive preampl ifier, followed by a discriminator and a

differential line driver. The output of the sensor is a pul se strearn

vJith an instantaneous rate f. A radiation sensor could be constructed

to operate also in the continuous mode. as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). The

radiation detector will usual 1y generate a current that is transformed

to a pulse stream through a current to frequency converten. The hybrid

sensor fon radiation measurement, either in the discrete mode, or

continuous mode is unified in the symbol shor,in in Fig ' 2.5(c) . The

symboì identifies a hybrid sensor by HS, the measured phenomenon is

denoted by P (e.g. ¿,9,t) and the cornpensating phenomenon (if needed)

bv T.

The detector types, most suitable for various radiation sensing in

pulse counting mode, are organized in a matrix form in Tabìe 1. The

matrix is based on the textbook [la], and provides the detector type

for construction of a, B, y and X-ray pulse stream sensors ' The key

sections of [la'l describing each detector for a specific radiation, are

given in Table 1 for easy access. organic scintillators for r

detection are covered in [15-16 ]. Semiconductor detection for X-ray

and y are discussed in [17 ].

Fast and slow neutron detection methods utìlize the folIoning
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Table 1. Pulse stream radlatlon detectors natr{x.
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pulse stream detectors 118-20]: (i) BF3 counters; (ii) 3tie counters;

(iii) Boron-lined proportionaì counters; (iv) Fission counters; (v)

Boron loaded scintillators; (vi) Lithium loaded scíntillators; (vii)

Recoil proportional counters; and (ví i i ) Recoil sci ntil Iators.

The key result of the discussion above is that hybrid puì se stream

radi ati on sensors coul d be constructed wj th the proper sel ecti on of

detectors and signaì conditioning circuitry. A complete signal

conditioning circuitry is available in a hybrid form as a result of

mil itary and space products utilizing pulse counting radiatjon

detection [24 ].

The next sectíon wilI describe pulse stream sensors for continuous

phenomena (e.9. temperature T, pressure P) monìtoring.

2.4 Pulse Stneam Sensors for Continuous Phenomena

A puìse streôm output sensor for continuous phenomenon rneasure-

ments is depicted in Fig. 2.5(b). The phenomenon sensor related to

channel j outputs a voltage or curnent through a tandem compensator

(usually compensating for temperature) that is transferred to a pulse

stream f. via a r¡onotonic vol tage or current to frequency converter.
J

Some ccrnmercia'l ly availabìe pulse stream hybnid sensors for pressure,

temperature and flow. have recently been reported [25]. A new kind of

an alI digital NIDAS architecture will be descr"ibed jn the next section

as a direct result of the pulse stream sensor architecture. A1 though
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the description will relate to the implementation of a radiatíon

monitoring system for a nucl ear site [5], it could be extended to other

vector ori ented p roce s se s.

2.5 Uniprocessor Implementation of a Simultaneous Converter

An enbodirnent of a vector conversion method utilizing puì se stream

hybrid sensors is described in the following sections and in greater

detail in t5 ]. Although initialìy designed for vector oriented

radiation monitoring, it is directìy appìicabìe to other fields.

2.5,L Simul taneous Converter Architectu

Analog sensor NIDAS architectures were descríbed in Sec. 2,1,2 as

an embodiment of the vector conversion nethod. If pulse stream sensors

are utiljzed and the conversion unit is a gated counter, a new anchi-

tecture is formed that will be cal led a simultaneous converteì" (SIC0).

The architecture of a SIC0 is shown in Fig.2.6. A radiatjon area

MA is monitored by N fixed ampìitude pulse stream hybrid sensors. Each

sensor related to channel i is generating a pulse stream of jnstanta-

neous rate f. as a functjon of the radiation rate. The pulse streams
J

are isolated via N opto-gates to provide the nequired barrier. A

cluster of programmable counters with a comìÌon conversìon gate forms N

simultaneous conversion units, satisfying the basic conditions of a

vector conversion ßìethod. The state vector that represents the average

radiation rate is tirne tagged and further processed via a micro-
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processor. A microprocessor (pP) is usualìy suffjcient to perform the

I ocal processi ng.

Such a P baseci unit that performs the described function is

called a Universal Sirnultaneous Counting Modu] e (USCM). The immediate

advantages of the USCM embodiment are: (i) A unified sensor family;

(ii ) Improved noise irnmunity due to the transmission rìethod and the

averaging process in the counter (similar to a comb filter for a quad

slope A/D); (iii) Digitaìly implemented optical isolatíon; (iv) llo

analog conversion units; (vi ) Utilization of VLSI cornponents in the

conversi on and processing sections.

2,5.2 USCM Data Flow and Pipeli¡i¡g

The data flow of a USCM is il lustrated in Fig, 2.7(a). The

instantaneous state vector f is converted and time-tagged by N commonly

gated counters resulting in a state vector" -f (i )rhut i, buffered jn a

queue of I ength one . The state vector data set i s vi ewed as

contigiuous locations in the pP address space. A direct memory access

(Dl'lA) controller, operatíng in the nemory to memory transfer mode,

enables further queueing of state vectors in the system RAM, as well as

initialization sequences without pP intervention. The processing of

the queue is performed by the p.P, and is pipelined with the state

vector conversion.

The pipel ined conversion, DMA and processing schene is shown in

the diagram of Flg, 2.7(b\. The conversion, processing and
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queueing sequence lnvolves the foìlowing times: Conversion tíme

(TCOHV), DMA cycle time per channel (TDMA) , processing tlme per channel

(TCpRo), and processing time per state vector (TpRo). If the foìlowing

condi ti on hol ds

TC0NV r N . Tom¡* N .TcpRo* Tpno (2.1)

then the DMA and processing operations on a state vector î(i-l) .un b.

pipelined vrith the conversion of the instantaneous ,t.t. uLto. li).

2.5.3 USCM Throuqhput

The system throughput (ST) of a scalar, vector or array conveì"ter

shall be defined as the nurnber of converted and processed data sets.

STS, STV, STA wilI denote the system throughput for a composìte

conversjon and processing structure for the scalar, vector and array

methods, respectively. For a pipel ined USCM architecture, the system

throughput STv can be expressed by

sTv =
Tco¡tv

and is measured by the number of vectors per second (vector/sec). In

order to compare the pipelined USCM STv to a MIDAS STs we have to use

the folìowing relation to obtain the equivalent throughput

STr=N.STu (2 .3)

For N = 252 and Tco*v = 0'02 sec. we obtain STu = 50 vector/sec and

(2.2)
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ST, = 12,600 channels/sec! Most of the MIDAS run ât rates not exceed-

i ng 200 channel s/sec.

2.5.4 Network Archi tecture

A four level hierarchical multiloop network architecture is shown

jn Fig. 2.8. The network has been impìemented and is operational [5].
Each USCM monitors a radjatjon area (nn) and communicates with a mjnor

loop contr^01 1er via a centraljzed token passing protocol . Minon loops

are associated with a sectjon that is partitjoned into RAs. A major

loop contno'l ler colIects the processed and reduced data through minor

loop controllers for further processing in the supervisory computer.

Although the system exhibits superior performance to any other existing

I'llDAs [5], it iras the following drawbacks: (i) A cornputation bottleneck

is created at the USCM for certain appl ications nequiring large number

of channels and extensive preprocessing; (ij) The USCM is not

synchronized forming a data skew between each RA state vector; (iii)

The physicaì1y large hybrid sensors limits very dense monitoring of RA;

(iv) Three separate network entities (USCM, minor 'loop control 1er, and

major ìoop controller) are requìred; (v) All vector oriented

processing is performed via a uniprocessor and the network serves the

communication role only. Al1 these drawbacks can be removed or

significantìy reduced by a systolic network anchitecture presented in

the fol I or,li ng chapters.
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CHAPTER III

INTEGRATED SENSOR ARCHITECTURE

The impact of pu'l se strearn fixed amplitude hybrid sensors (HS) on

vector oriented DAS was discussed in the prevìous chapter. Three

probìems were identified as a result of the analysis of a USC¡4: (i) For

a large number of channeìs, a computational bottleneck is created as a

result of the linearizatìon aìgorithm for each sensor; (ii) High

accuracy HS are expensive; (iii) Miniature HS are not avaiìable, ìimit-

ing dense sensor array applications in smalI MA; and (iv) Short and

long term high repeatabil ity (implying non-fatigue properties of the

sensor) is extremeìy difficult to achieve, resulting in periodic

cal ibrations that are costly and reduce the system availability.

Integrated sensor (lS) technology util izes the mechanical and

electrical properties of silicon for phenornena sensing and signaì

processing on a singìe monoì itic chip. The mechanical properties of

silicon suitable for phenomena senslng are covered extensively in [Ze ].
Various technologies for design and fabrication of lS are described in

[27], whíle the non-fatigue properties of silicon are addressed in

[26]. A Foxboro tS for pressure measurement, tested from 0 to 1¡a psi

at 40 Hz for over 5 x 10e cycìes (4 yeôrs) without any noticable

degradation, is reported in [26].

A valuable source of research in IS is provided in two special

i ssues of IEEE Transacti ons on EI ectron Devi ces [zB l, [2e ]. Two

publications [30 ]. [31 ], descrlbe a fixed ampì ítude puìse stream sensor

for pressure measurement. Specific integrated sensors for radiation
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detection are described in [32], [33]

Fabnication of such an IS for applications demanding high accuracy

is a difficult task requiring costly laser triÍìming and eìabonate auto-

mated testing, In this chapter we wil l develop a conversion/correction

method that requires only highly repeatable IS, relying on the non-

fatigue properties of sil icon, thus further reducing the cost of IS.

The usual nonlinear characteristics of the IS will be corrected as an

inherent part of the conversion process utiìizing a new vector oriented

DAS architecture, the systol ic converter. The systol ic converter will

el imi nate the tr"adi ti onal barri er between sensor data conversi on/

correcti on and processing.

3.1 optimal Integrated Sensor for Systolic Conversion

The proposed functional layout for an IS is shown in Fig.3.1(a),

It consists of a phenonenon sensor and an optional compensating

phenomenon sensor (usually temperature), followed by an on chip tandeìr

compensator, as described in [27 ], [31 l. The signal frorn the tandem

cornpensator is then converted to frequency by using a monotonic voltage

to frequency converter (V+f) such as the charge bal ancing V+f converter

described in [34 ]. Fìgure 3.1(b) shows the preferred symbol for such

an IS. The last ttJo characters denote the Íìeasured phenomenon (e.9, P

for pressure) and the optional compensating phenomenon (e.g, T for

temperature ).

In general , the neasured transfer function of the proposed IS
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(phenomenon as function of frequency) may not be Iinear. To correct

for the nonlinearity, a set of offset and gain parameters can be

derived usìng optimaì piecewise linearization parameters. In order to

minimize the number of segments of the piecewise ìinearization, the V+f

should be monotonic to reflect only the phenomenon sensing nonl inear-

ities. However, optimlzation of the V+f monotonicity and the number of

segments for a given accuracy are merely systefi design parameters'

The key properti es of the proposed IS archi tectune are: ( i ) A

highly accurate phenomenon measurement with quasi-linear, repeatable

integrated sensors; (ii) Arbitrarily high resolution due to the

nonotonic characteristics of the V+f; (iii) 0peratìon in the frequency

mode, thus resulting in high noise immunity; (iv) Simple signal

isolation through optical coupling; (v) l',¡o dìstinction between

discrete and continuous measured phenomena; and (vi) Standardization of

the output signaì.

3.2 Integrated Sensor L i neari zati on

Let us assume that the instantaneous state vector f compìetely

represents the monitored process. Each of the N elements of f is

generated by an IS and shoul d correspond to the measured phenomenon P

at a specific location. 5ìnce each IS may have a different transfer

function P(f), the accurately converted and time-tagged vector i( 
t) *u,

not represent the monitored process. The following sections describe

the method of obtaining the comection parameters to be used by the
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systolic correction/converslon array to deríve the true state vector

representation. The proposed correction conversion method could be

util ized in both microprocessor and systol ic converter impì ementations.

3.2.1 Corrections for Uniprocessor Implementations

For the initial discussion, let us assume ô linear IS transfer

function (or one segment) with a gaìn and offset errors, as shown in

Fig. 3.2(a) . An ideal 1S would tnansform the upper (PrO*) and lower

(Prrr) measured phenomenon into the corresponding uppen (fto*) and

'I ower (f,nrr) freQuencies. Instead, the non-ideal IS produces frO* and

fMIN corresponding to another matched pair of P Pì- on the non-ideal

segment. lt is sufficient to measure the vaìues of PH and PLat the

corresponding frequencies f*0, and fr* for a sensor and use the values

to compute the necessary correction, It is convenient to arrange all

the measured (non-ideal ) and desired (ideal) values in an array, called

here a personality matrix, given by

A

Pt fur''r PMI¡r

PH fN¡x PM¡x
(3.1)

Let us nor.J derive the correction function that transforms a non-

ideal IS to the desired ideal lfj. Any point P on the non-ideal line

segment (Fig. 3.2(a)) can be computed using a simpìe sum of the

foì l owi n9 two I i ne segments
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P=
f -fNr,,t

ffiTMru

D -O'MAX ,MIN
_õ--=-'-

'H 'L

f-fNR*

qÃF=çiN PL (3.2)D.H

The point P can be corrected to the desíred (ideal) vaìue by a simpìe

transformation (equivalent to a shift and rotation) given by

* P-P, P - P,.,
D = 

-l 
. D - rr . D' PH- PL ' 'MAX Ps- Pl- 'MIN (3.3)

(3.4)

Rearrangi ng Eq. (3.3) yieìds

P

D D -D9
^ 'H.MIN .L'MAX
.r1-----:t--:-T-,H 'L

This form of t,ransformation emphasizes the gain (s1ope) and offset

calculated from the personaìity matrix elements for each sensor. These

parameters must be cornputed and stored for the required correction of

all state vectors.

In a uniprocessor implementation, such as the USCM, the correction

process ìs performed by first rneasuring the personaìity matrix of each

sensor (off I ine) and storjng it in the 1oca1 mernory. For each

measurement, the value of P is calculated from the available frequency

f using Eq, (3.2) and corrected using Eq. (3.4) . Since the correction

i s performed by one processor, there i s an i nherenl. computati onaì

bottleneck, The following subsection will expand the correction rethod

for a systolic converter in order to remove the processing bottleneck.
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3.2.2 Corrections for Systolic Converter Implementations

Figure 3.2(b) shows an ideal and non-ideal IS with a transfer

function f(P). The IS is supposed to transform a set of upper (Pro*)

and lower (Prrr) Þhenomenon into a set of upper (frO*) and lower (frrr)

frequencies. Instead, for Pr¡¡r PMIN *" obtain a matched set f* fr.

It is again convenlent to ôrrange the measured and desired val ues in a

personaì i ty matri x B as fol'ìows

f-€
r* =_.-l.r

fH- fr

Df'MIN 'MIN

PN¡x fuRx

MAX

f-f..
_ H.f

fH- ft MIN

It
u =[,, (3 .5)

(3.6)

(i.7)

The duality between natrices A and B is obvious and is obtained by

exchanging f and P. The cornected frequency f* can be computed from

the measured frequency f, using a transformation símilar to Eq. (3.3)

or after rearrangement

.f -f f-* 'MAx 
-'MIN - 'H'MIN -'L'MAX

fH-ft fH-fl

It wi ll be shown in Sec. 3.3 that the gain multíplication and
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offset addition could be achieved as an integral part of the conversion

scheme in a systolic converter.

For a more complex IS transfer function, such as that shovJn in

Fig.3.2(c), the personal ity matrix B couid be further expanded to

achieve IS piecewise Iinearization. For a given IS, an automated

measurement is performed to obtain the transfer function f(P) with

sufficient accuracy, as shown in Fi9.3.3. This function is approxi-

mated by an optimal piecewise linearization program. The personal ity

parameters for each segment are obtai ned, usï ng Eq. (3 .5) and the

expanded matrix B for L segments is given by

B l':t
L'"

D. MlNl
D
'MIN2

D,MINL

ftt 
I t'¡t

fu 
t r'¡z

tMINL

f ¡it
fnz

f 
ttt-

D
' MAX1
D, 

MAXz

PNnxr-

fro*rl
rrn*z 

I

runxLJ

(3.8)

Note that PMAX, = PMI'*I for 1< m < L. A matched pair of gain G, and

offset S, vectors can now be calcul ated (see Eq. (3.7)) with the nunber

of el ements correspondi ng to the number of segmen¿s. The fol I owi ng

section describes the use of these vectors in the conversion/correction

array of a systolic converter.

The process described above could be divided into two phases:

(i) Offìine automated measurements to obtain f(P), I and (!¡, !¡) for" a

given IS; and (ii) Real-tíme conversion correction when the offset Sj

and gain G. vectors are used wìthin the systolic conversion/correction-J

cell as described in the following section.
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3.3 Systol ic Conversion/Correction Array

The conversion process using an averaging counter was described in

Sec. 2.5.1 and served as the basis for the USC¡4. An embodiment of a

composite real-time convension correction cell that utilizes the

derived S, and G, vectors for sensor linearization will be described in

thi s secti on.

The IS on channel j, shown in Fi9.3.4, transmits an instantaneous

frequency f, which is counted within the conversjon counter gated by

the output of the conversion gate counter. The value in the conversion

counter accummulated within a constant conversion time 
^tj 

repnesents

the average Þulse rate 1r. Changing the conversion time-gate is

equivalent to muìtiplication of the conversion counter result (gain

compensation), while the initial value for the conversion counter will

correspond to an additjon/subtraction operation (offset compensation).

The composite conversion/correction nethod is implemented using two

first-in first-out (FIF0) buffers for storing the Gj and Sj veclors,

each consisting of L elements derived fron the L segment piecewise

linearization process. The S, and G, vectors are loaded into t,he FIF0s

at the initial ization time and maintaíned there through a data

reci rcuì atì on path. The conversi on/correcti on process i s started by

loading the conversion gate counter and the conversion counter \..iith the

correspondjng gain and offset elements for the first segriìent. The

conversi on gate counter i s al so capabl e of generati ng an overfl ow
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signal (the segment time is proportional to the clock frequency and

Grrfor 1( m ( L) in order to extract the next gain and offset

correction elements, The process is continued for L segments resulting

in a corrected measurement Îl in the double buffer. The FIFOs are

maintained at the end of the conversion/correction process at their

initial state, signified by the data feedback path around both FiF0s.

The conversion/correction process resul ts in a sljght variation in

the total conversion period which depends on the non-l inearity of the

specific IS. Since al 1 conversion/correction cells are activated

simul taneously via a conversion systole (T.r) , the data el ements

representi ng f wiì ì appear sl ightly desynchronized. The doubl e buffer

wil l senve as a pipeline registen to assure the data integrity of î*.

The conversion systoìe tíme nust be defined as the inverse of the rate

of converted state vectors î*. This definition assures that the vector

conversion time fo. u ,p..ifi. set of IS wjth the associated Gj and Sj

vectors is less than the conversíon systole. The conversion and

processing of the state vectors are pipelined to maximize the systolic

converter throughput, as in the lumped USCI'1 implementation.

The conver s i on/correc ti on method could also be viewed as a

__*
continuous fi Itering process of f into [,, performed concurrently wilh

the fiìtering that results from the averaging process. It should be

noted that the two processes affect each other. Usually the conversion

gate r.rill be set to one mains cycle ({O- sec) in order to obtain an

infinite normal mode rejection ratio (NMRR) of 60Hz induced noise due
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to the cornb filter averaging effect, The normal mode rejection ratio

(NMRR) wiII be sl ightly degraded as a result of the non optìmal

conve rs i on time.

l,le can summari ze the key advantages of the proposed IS and

conversion/correction architecture as fol'ìows: (i ) Highìy accurate

phenomena measurement wíth only quasi-ìinear repeatable IS; (ij )

Arbitrary high resolution obtained by the IS architecture and the

control of the conversion gate; and (iii) A generic family of IS with

the properties described in Sec. 3.1. The sensing conversion/

correction archi tecture a] so removes the computati onal bottl eneck

associated with linearization and fí1teríng of sensor signals. The

problem of state vector acquisition and processing is addressed jn the

folì owi ng c hapte r.
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CHAPTER IV

SYSTOLIC CONVERSION AND PROCESSING METHOD

In order to facilitate the description of the systolic conversion

and processing nethod, we shall first review the basics of systolic

arrays and their general jzations, This review should also emphasize

the difference between our work and the work reported elsewhere.

In his fundamental work IaS], fung identified three orthogonal

dimensi ons of the space of paral Iel aì gori thms: (i ) Concurrency

control ; (ii) Module granularity; and (iii) Communication geometry.

Important positions that paral 1el al gorithms can assume along each

dimensîon, are described in three hierarchical tree structures. Let

[concurrency control s ] , {modu1 es granuì ari ti es }, and {communi cati on

geometries] be the sets of leaves of the respective trees. The cross

product {concurrency control }x {module granul arities }x {cornmunication

geometries) represents the space of paral le1 al gorithms. A systoljc

aìgorithm subspace refers to the algorithrn subspace, where concurrency

control is distributed, synchronous and simpìe at the module level , as

welI as module granularity is of smalI constants. The archjtectures

for the embodiment of systolic algorithms are called systolic

architectures, The word "systoìe" was originally borrowed by Kung frorn

physiologists who use it to refer to the rhythmicaìly recurrent

contractions of the heart and arteries that pulse blood through the

body. A systolic architecture will consist of small processors each

"pumping" data in and out, and performing some type of conputation to

maintain the data fl o^r in the network.
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As Kung pointed out [35], the subspace formed by {systolic } x

{cornmunì cati on geometri es } j s of great importance. I f the

communjcation geometry is a one dimensional array, a variety of

al gorithms resul ts, such as matrix-vector muì tipl ìcations, convol utjon,

finite impulse response (FIR), and adaptive filtering, as well as other

real-time signaì processing algorithms. Similarìy, if the

communication geometry is a two dinensíonal squane or hexagonal array,

a variety of aìgorithms results such as matrix-matrjx muìtipìication,

image processing, discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and numerical

rel axation, as described in [30], f37 l, [38].

Although systoìic architectures are naturally identified wjth VLSI

inplementation IeZ ], they are not confined to it 138 ]. In this work,

we shall mostly be confined to the {systol ic }x {ì i near array } subspace.

Simultaneous conversion and systolic array processing provide a

good match for vector oriented process monitoring. However, they

should not be used indiscriminately because of the following drawbacks:

(i) Corrections and fjltering of sensor data have to be perforrtted as

part of the processing aìgorithms within the systolic array, thus

reducing system throughput; (ii) The systolic design rules appìy only

to the local monitorïng problem (over an MA) and not to the global

monitoring problem (over the S4A). Thìs chapter wil ì descrjbe the

aggregate conversion and processing rnethod resulting in a new systolic

converter architecture. The architecture will be furthen expanded to a

systol ic netr.rork, following the same set of unified systol ic

architecture design rules, as described in Chapter V.
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4.1 Svstol ic Converter overview

Figure 4.1 il lustrates the fundamental functional partitioning of

a systolic converter [8], The bìocks should not be viewed simply as

lumped subsystems, clearly separâted in space and time. because for

some applications that separation may vanish and the system becomes

ful 1y integrated. othen appìications, such as the shut-down system

described in Sec.4.4, may be very similar to the general partitioning

of Fi9.4.1.

The conversion/correction (CC) array consists of N conversion/

correction (CC) cells, each attached to a single input channel carrying

a fixed-amplitude discrete pulse stream. The CC array is control Ied by

a conversion systoìe (Tar), and produces a stâte vector. The state

vector is then transferred to a systolic processor array. The ôrray

requi res various parameters for processi ng . The parameters are

supplied from the parameter arnays, preloaded during system initjal-
ization. The processing is controlled by a processing systole (TOr)

and produces the desi red output channel s. Data transfers over the

network are controlIed by the network sJstoìe (Tnr). The latter may

not be required for some appìications. Nevertheless, the system must

be synchronized globalIy and local ly.

Systolic Converter Signal and Dâta FlovJ

Defi ni ti ons

|.le shall now define a state vector (data vector) for a monitored
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area (MA) with N channels in such a rvay that the same formulation could

apply to any pujse-stream measured phenomenon. Let us assume that each

channel contajns only one phenomenon pulse sounce (one pul se strearn

integrated sensor). Each integrated sensor (IS) on channel j provides

a fixed amplìtude pulse stream, fr, whose instantaneous rate depends on

the measured phenomenon. The set of alì f, signals at any tirne t
constitutes an instantaneous state vector, l, given by

I = [rr, f2, ..., fN]T

-51 -

(4.1)

where T denotes transposition of the column vector. The average pulse

.ut. ?ji)generated on channel i within a time interval 
^ti 

is given by

tjt,= +.'!|rri* r +i € {1,2,3,... N} (4.2\

where t, is the reference time and 
^ti 

is given by

^ti 
= ti- ti-l (4.3)

This column state vector for alI N channels at time t- may aìso be

corrected to compensate for gain, drift and nonl inearity errors of each

IS, as described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The corrected state

vector is defi ned as

î*(i)= t -ri{il ¡"til ..., -¡i,t,l. (4 .4)



where * denotes the required correction operation, as described in Sec.

3.2 and 3.3.

Fìnally, the state history of the MA over a period ÀT=t.¡*¡- ti-1

can be fuì ly repnesented by a queued state matrix E(k'i)d.fin.d.,

F(k'i)= [l*(i+k) t*(i+k-1), ..., l*(t) ] (4 .5)

4.2,2 Siqnal and Data Flotv

Figure 4.2 is another form of the functional partitioning of Fig.

4.1 and is intended to graphically summarize the operation of such a

systol lc converter. Data are acquíred from a remote cluster of

i ntegrated sensors, each transmi tti ng a stream of pul ses wi th the

i nstantaneous rate of f, . The integrated sensors are identified by a

synbol with a tag IS/P where P specifjes the measured phenomenon. The

instôntaneous vect,or f is converted to a non-skewed, averaged,

corrected and time-tagged vector 1*(i) which, in turn, ìs queued,

processed, and transferred to other lruryrt"r, using systolic circuits

[3s ].

}le can cl earìy see that the systol i c conversi on and processi ng

concept provides a highly pipelined vector type conversion and

processing architecture that removes the traditional barrier between

data conversion and processi ng.
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4.3 Systolic Converter Throughput and Pipelining

The systoìic converter (SC) throughput is defined as the number of

state vectors that are converted ]13{ processed per second. The

inherent pipeìining of conversion and processing resulting fron the

vector queue within the SC dictates that the totaì pipelined processing

tjme of a state vector f cannot exceed the conversion period At.

This statement is ôlso true for a microprocessor-based USCM which

can be viewed as a uniprocessor systolic converter as descrjbed in

Sec. 2.5.3. Since the processing is performed on the state vector

elements according to the specific systol ic rules of a selected

problen, it affects the throughput of the SC. l.le will derive the

measure of the SC throughput as a functi on of the systol ic array

processi ng archi tecture, number of vector el ements and conversi on

time.

Let us defjne a conversion systole, Tcs, to be the inverse of the

rate of converted state vectors -i, an¿ the synchronous systol ic array

c l oc k as t.he processi ng systoì., Tp, . For a spec i fi c probl em or

classes of problems, the processing time, TO, can be calculated from

= Q.Tps
(4 .6)

where Q is an integer which is a function of the nunber of vector

elenents, N, as vrell as the number of processors, n, within the array,

T
p
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the level of pipelining, and the systol ic array geometryr as described

in [35]. This functionaì dependence can be denoted by

a = f (N,.) (4.7)

Consequently, the upper bound for the systol ic converter vector

throughput, (SCTV), is glven by

(4 .8)

Since the converter systole is chosen as a functíon of thé required

averaglng period, it I imits the number of channel s that coul d be

handled by the systolic converter according to the follol'ing relation

T >T = 0.7cs p ps
(4.e)

ot"

tr\ =;:, [vectors/sec]

<1
Q.tp,

(4.10)

From Eq. (4 .10) we can derive the number of elements in the state

vector, given the proper design parameters, as ìllustrated by the

example beì ow.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the processing and conversion pipelining

and the conversion (Tar) and processinS (Tps) systoles. Let us

SCT
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consider a systolic converter with a conversion systole of Ta, = 0.1

sec and a processing systole of Tps= 10-5 sec. The state vectors with

N elements are multipl ied by an NxN band Iimited matrix of band width

Lr. As shown in [35], Q = 2N + w for a linear systoìic array of w

processors. In this case, Eq. (4.10) becomes

(4 .11 )
(2N + w ).7ps

For example, for w = 4, the systolic converter vector throughput is

10< 1

(2N + 4) .10-s

or

N < 5.103

It is seen that the equivalent rate of a conventional scalar DAS will

be given by N.SCTv or approximately 50,000 channels/secl This

throughput can be achieved because there is no distinction between the

conversion and processing in this unified systolic structure.

The following section will describe how these properties could be

utilìzed in a systoìic converter architecture suitabìe for shut-down of

a CANDU reac tor .

scrv <
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4.4 Anaìysis of a Systolic Shut-Down System

This section analyzes a systol ic. integrated sensor oriented field

mapping architecture for shut-down of a criticaì process (e.9., a

nuclear reactor). The architecture is further' described in the case

ânalysis of a CANDU reactor presented in Chapter VIIi and IX.

4.4.1 Data FIow of a Systol ic Shut-Down System

A phenomenon field (e,9. neutron flux ln a reactor core) is mapped

by a cl uster of integrated sensors with a spatial distrlbution

optimized for the specific appl lcation geornetry. The order of the

elements in the vector f corresponds to the sensor location. That

time-space information is essential for the proposed architecture.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the data flow of the shut-down system. An

integrated sensor mapped area provides a vector f which is converted,

corrected and time-tagged within the conversion/correction array. The

array utilizes the systolic co nversi onlcorrec ti o n cells for all N

eleìnents of the vector f. l,le observe that for each IS on channeì j we

have tr,ro associated vectors 9¡, l,¡ (eacn of L elements), resulting in

tvro corresponding offset S and gain G matrices consisting of NxL

e l ene iits .

The conversion/correction process performed systoì ically on alì N

vector elements results in a vector !*(i) whictr is multiplied in the

weighting unit by a weighting matrix Wl ffl. elements fn }l reflect the

spatial weight of a specific sensor and the coupì ing lvith other
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se n s0rs '

The threshold unit subtracts a threshold vector h from the weight-
_* I i \

ed vector !{xf "'. The global threshold unit multiplies the output

vector of îJ tn..rrlol d unit by a mask matrix lvl. The resultíng vector

elements are compared with a 91 obal threshold set point hn, and the

global shut-down signal is generated.

The shut-down system described above enables pipelined vector

oriented fìeld mapping and processing in a unified systoì ic structure.

The approach allofis the designer of a systolic converter to integrate

the data acquisition problem with the data processing problem under a

unifjed systolic structure. This systol ic architecture for a shut-down

systefl is descnibed in the following section.

4.4,2 Systolic Shut-Down Svstem Architecture

The architecture of a shut-down system is shorltn schematically in

Fig.4.5 and is sjmilar to the general structure of Fig. 4.1. The

conversion/correction unit is triggered by a conversion systole (T.r)

generated from the timing and control unit. The resulting vector î*is

heìd in a swinging FIF0 structure to obtain the pipel ining of

conversion and processing, as analyzed in Sectjon 4.3. The FIF0

structure is implemented .rtilizing a dual-pointer RAM-based FIF0

controller [40], This structure views the double buffer within the

conversion/cor^rection unit as contiguous locations in memory using
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pointer nanipulations instead of shjft registers.

The matrix vector multiplicatíon is performed systolical1y by a

linearly connected array of inner product step processors (IPSP),

following the nethod described in [37]. For a weighting matrix l,l with

a band width of w, the conputation can be completed by the IPSP array

in 2N+w processing systoìes (TOr). The resulting vector is subtracled

from the associated threshold vector, pipelined with the [xl process,

and is available at the swinging FIF0 for nuìtiplication wjth the rnask

matrix M. The matrix elerÌents are held in the proper onder in the l,l

matrix FIFO which contains Nxl4 elements. The FIFO output is fed back

to the input to assure dala integrity for the next vect,or

nultiplication.

The output of the threshoìd unit impìemented by one IPSP is p1 aced

in the svJinging FIF0 and multiplied by a matrix M using the rnethod

described earìier. The matrix M of band wjdth k is fed in the proper

order by the M matrix FIF0 into the k linear]y connected IPSPS, and

synchronized by T . The net result is compared to h^ by the k+l IPSPps s-
to obtain the shut-down signal .

For a typical neutron flux measurenent in a reactor core we have

N=50, a matrix band wídth w=20, and a conversion systole T., to be ìess

than 20 msec. From these values we derive Q=2.50r 20=120. The process-

ing time (T-) must be less than 20 msec. Using Eq. (4.9) we derive-p
that Tps . 'l = 166 psec. The result shows that a slow IPSP (which

improves the overall system noise immunity) is adequate. An ultra
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reliable system is obtained by triplìcating the whole structure

(including sensors) and adding majority logic to the shut-dorvn signals

as described in Chapter VIII.

The key architectural features of the systolic shut-down system

could be summarized as follows: (i) Pipelined conversion correction and

processing; (ii) Pipelìned systolic processing; (iii) Serial data path

between conversion/correction units and computational arrays util izing

a RAI1 based FIF0 structure; (iv) The IPSPs are reìatively slow, enhanc-

i ng the overal I system noi se inrmuni ty; and (v) The gì obal synchron-

ization and the extreme data reduction rate enable high reliabìlity

redundant structures.

The systoìic shut-down system is further expanded to monílor a

critical process over the Br4A through a systoìic network, as described

in Chapter VI I I .

4.5 Strobed Systolic Conve rter

In many repeatedìy triggered processes such as pulsed lasers,

fusion, plasma and accelerator experiments, an intense el ectromagnetic

interference (EMI) pulse is generated. Although the duration of the

puìse and its delay from the process trigger are known, a MIDAS system

monitoring re1 atively slow process paraneters such as temÊerature and

pressure wi l l confront the fol lowi ng probl ems: (i ) The scanni ng process

is asynchronous with the EMI puìse, thus noise is injected to various

channels randomly; (ii) Sensors may be saturated, requiring nonlinear
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digitaì filtering on al 1 scanned channeìs; and (iij ) The isolation is

centralized exposing the anaìog signaì wires to severe EMI . The

strobed systolic converter architecture described below, e1 iminates

this drawback while ,pointlng to a new property of the systol íc

conversi on method.

4.5.1 Strobed Svstolic Converter Timinq

Figure 4.6(a) represents the timing diagram of a triggered process

monitored via a strobed systolic converter. The EMI pulse is confined

to a period indicated by a ìogic signal , the Et"lI strobe, During the

EÌ4I strobe , counti ng operati ons wi thi n al 1 systol i c conversi on/

correction cells are inhibited, eliminating any noise induced counts.

Counting is resumed at the end of the El4I strobe, The total effectjve

conversion/correction time remai ns unchanged. The nethod described

above eliminates sensor-induced noise completely without any post

processing requirements as with a l4IDAS. The rnethod points to the

vector fi I teri ng ca pabil i ties through a common conversion gate, as

opposed to scalar filtering on a MIDAS

4.5.2 Hybrid Sensor with Fiber-optic output

The hybrid sensor architecture depicted ìn Fig.4.6(b) utilizes an

IS for phenomena reasurement, followed by a digital fibre-optic ìink.

The IS has to possess the foì lowing properties: (i ) the input stage

should be protected to sustain the induced EMI noise without damage;

and (ii) The IS has to recover (if in saturation) at a relatively short
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period, The EMI strobe wilI be adjusted to inhibit all systolic

conversion/correction cells during the EMI pulse and HS recovery time.

The advent of integrated optoelectronics [a1 ] can provide the

technology for an IS with on chip sensing and optical transmissjon

bl ocks.

4 .5.3 Strobed Svstolic Converter for Pulsed Laser AÞDlications

A pul sed laser monitored via a strobed systolic converter is shown

in Fig. 4.6(d) . An array of HS for pressure and temperature measure-

ments is transmittíng light pulse streâms into a fibre bundle, N fibre

optic receivers convert the light pulse streams into el ectrical puìses.

The timi ng uni t generates the conversion systol e (Tcs) and the EMI

strobe (Trrr) for the strobed systolic converter (SSC). as weìI as the

trjgger signals for the excitatjon and rnodulation of the pu'ì sed laser.

The nojse-free state vector is further processed following a specific

control al gori thm.

The strobed systol íc architecture exhibíts the foìlowing

properties: (i) Sinultaneous noise gating on al I channels that

eliminates further state vector filtering; (ii) Enhanced system

throughput as a direct result of (i); and (iìi) Very high EMI immunity

as a result of the hybrid sensor and noise gating.

It should be noted that if the El4I pulse is common to the 044,

such as in large fusion or accelerator experiments, a strobed systolic

network couìd be devised by transferring the strobe timing via an
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extension field of the network systole token.

The strobed systolic conversion method is based on the coherency

between the triggered process and the conversion systole in the tíme

domain. This concept could be further expanded to the frequency

domaìn, as shown in the next section.

4,6 Coherent Systolic Conversion Method

The basic method of coherent detection is descnibed in t4 ],

pp. 506-511, and was used in many appìication areas. This section will

describe a new coherent systolic conversion method that rel ies on the

time, phase and frequency coherency between the aclive]y measured

pnocess and the conversion systole.

4.6.i Inteqrated Coherent Sensor

Figure 4.7(a) il lustrates the basic arrangenent of a coherent

measurement. A source is emitting a signal with a control I able

frequency (co.*) and an amplitude sl, where L ( r ( L. A comb frequency

synthesizer enables the emission of narrow band signals from the source

i n dj sti nct frequenci es. The emi tted si gnal i s coupl ed to the

modulating medium and detected by an integrated coherent sensor (ICS).

Usually, N ICSs will be sensing the phenomenon, coherently related to

the source o.r. The sensed phenomenon on ICS, (1 ,< i ( N) is detected

utílizing a coherent detector 'locked on ocx and the output is fed (if

needed) to a V+f converter to generate a pul se stream ftj. No
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'I imitations are posed on either the wavelength (1ight, sound, X-ray, y

radiation, etc.), or the coupìing method with the modulating mediuÍì

(either contact or noncontact). There is also no requirement thal the

modulating rnedium will be stationary.

Fìgure 4.7(b) provides the symbol of an ICS on channel j locked on

source l with lock frequency ,.1 und an output f$. All sources can

also be cormonly strobed to generate a frequency burst of a known

period, as described in Sec.9.5.

4 .6 .2 Coherent Systol i c Converteq lveclo{g5þl

Let us consider an arrangement in which an array of L sources

emi ts simul taneousìy si gnal s wi th dì fferent frequencies i nto a

moduìating medium, as shown in Fig. 4.7(c). The simultaneous

modulation of all sources in the array is emphasized by using a vector

notation g and s for the modul ated variables. A single array of N

ICSs is utilized to sense the phenomenon resulting from the modul ating

medium. Let us define a sensed phenomenon pjl as a resul t of emitting

only a sing'ìe signal at a frequencJ o.r. The sensed phenomenon pj will

be gi ven by

L
p = I p (4.12)
j r=t jr

if a properìy designed linear sensor is used.

Let us norr return to the signal and data flow of the coherent
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systolic converter, as shown in Fig. 4.7(c). An arrôy of L sources

ernits signals with corresponding discrete spectra g, and ampl itudes s.

For a given conversion time (in synchronization r.,j th Tcs) a sin91 e

coherent frequency o., is applied to al1 N ICSs in the coherent

detection units, resulting in a vector ft. The vectors, each

associated with a different frequency, are converted and organized in a

rrratrjx F for further processing. (The matrix F should not be confused

with a time-tagged state vector queue. ) Although the data elements of
_* _*

each vector Tl are non-skewed, the vectors 1, of the matrix F are

skewed.

The rnethod described above is special ly suitabìe for a stationary

moduìating nedium and a discrete spectra source array that must have

common acti vati on.

The method could be utilized for the construction of a computer

aided tomography (CAT) machine that elirninates the traditional

mechanical gantry. A set of radiation sources emitting different

energies ìs spatial 1y distributed above the modulating medium, whjle a

coherent detector array is placed below the medium' The detector array

can be tuned to respond to a specific energy by varyìng the discrimi-

nators threshold of the hybrid radiat'ion sensor, as shown in Sec. 2.3.

The natrix F is obtained by L successive coherent conversions that

correspund to different anql es with no movi ng mechanicaì gantry
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Another app l i cati on of the nEthod, further descri bed i n Chapter

IX, refers to a non-stationary rnedi um and utilizes laser 'l ight to

obtain the velocity profile of a moving medium by coherent Doppler

shift detection. Such a method could also be vjewed as a composite

strobed and coherent systolic conversion, capable of eliminating the

rnechanical noise of the modulating medium.

To al'low for real-tìme Íìeâsurement of a nonstationary process

occurring in the modulating nedium, a strobed coherent systolic array

conversion method has been deveìoped and is presented in the folìowing

secti on.

4.6.3 Coherent Systolic Array Converter

Figure 4.8(a) illustrates the signaì and data flow in a coherent

systol ic array converter. An array of L sources is emitting signals

wlth corresponding amplitudes and frequencies denoted by ¡ and g into

the modulating medium. An array of NxL ICSS is organized as linear

arrays, each locked on a corresponding source with toa r, The coherent

detection array, locked on % and triggered bJ T.r, results in a time-

tagged state array represented by F(i+k). The state array is queued

for further processi ng.

The architect,¡re described above coul d be used for real-time CAT

machines. For exampìe, a machíne nay consist of L radiation sources

and L arrays of N detectors in different angìes, locked on g' At the
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end of the conversion systole, a matrix F(i)i, g.n".uted, representing

L different viewing angles captured simul taneously. This method

enables the construction of a CAT scanner for real time two dimensional

imaging with no moving gantry.

4.6.4 Coherent Systolic Array Converter in the Compìex Domain

ln the above discussion, we assumed that the modulating medium can

interact with the ernitted signals causing a change in arnplitude,

frequency, or phase at the sensors. Again, no restrictions are posed

on the signal wavelength (absolute or relative to the modulating

medium), and its distribution and coupl ing method. 1n the case where

the phase relation between the source array änd sensor array is also of

importance (e.9., direct observation of moving magnetic bubbles where

the medium not only attenuates laser beams but also changes thejr

poìarization angle) , a nevr method calIed a coherent systolIc array

conversion in the complex domain is needed.

Such an architecture is presented in Fig. 4.8(b). Trvo coherent

detectjon arrays are utiìized. One array is locked on the frequency

set o.100, while the other array is locked on the same set of

frequencies but with a 900 phase shift, as denoted W ,¡/500. This

coherent detection scheme wiII result in a complex state array

represented in the real (in phase) and imaginary (900 out, of phase)

domai n by Re(F(i+k)) and Im(F(i+k)), respectively. Both real and

imaginary state arrays are placed on a queue for further systolic

processi ng.
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The coherent systolic array conversion method coul d be util ized in

a variety of application areas such as computed tomography, field

mapping and laser radar, each in a special purpose paralIel algorithm.

Most of the algorithms will reside in the {systolic}x{two dimensional

square array], or {systolic}x{two dimensional hexagona'l array}

subspace. The coherent systolic array converter must be viewed as a

composite ar"chitecture, unifying the acquisition and processing

problems for a given application area. The computational requirements

of sorne future real-time biomedicaì imaging algorithms, aìso applicable

to coherent systoì ic array conversion architectures, are partially

identjfied in [42], [43], [44].

In this chapter, we have presented the systolic conversion method

and the space of related systolic converter architectures. 0f speciaì

interest are systolic converter architectures that are coherent \,Ji th

the vector oriented process in time (strobed SC), frequency (coherent

array converter) , and phase (complex coher"ent array converter) . The

description of systoìic conventer types is not cornplete and further

research jn this area is required. Furthermore, the network could also

be designed to be coherent with processes in various MAs in the entjre

GMA, by extensions to the network systole. This concept requires again

further research. The next chapter r,ril'ì describe ¡, systolic network

architecture for distributed systolic converters oven a GMA.
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CHAPTER V

SYSTOLIC NETWORK

The systolic converter architecture described in the previous

chapter enables composite acquisition and processing of state vectors

from a vector oriented process occuring in a singìe MA. In many cases,

a vector oriented process occurs in an area that is too large to be

monitored by a single systol ic converter. The term "large" may nefer

not only to a physically ìarge area but also to a physicaììy small area

with a pnocess requiríng a large number of sensors. Such a large area

is referred to as a globally monitored area (GMA) and is partitioned

primarily into independent MAs, each connected to a systolic converter.

The gi obaì state vector from the gvlA has, as its el ements, state

vectors from the distributed MAs. The necessary condition to obtain

the global state vector is no data skew between its vector elements and

scaìar elements. Since each state vector has no internal data skevr, it
is sufficient to require no skew between state vectors. To satisfy the

above requi rements, al1 di stributed systol ic converters must be

activated simul taneously.

The simultaneous activation of a systolic converter, each process-

ing locally the resulting state vectons, has no neaning if fhe data

cannot be processed gìobal ly to monitor the vector oriented process

over the entire G¡lA. Let us now draw the anaìogy between the composite

acquisition and processing probìems regardìng vector oriented process

in a MA, and the OylA. The systolic conversion/correction ieìl in the

MA is analogous to a systoìic converter in the oYA. The simultaneously
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actjvated array of conversion/correction celIs in the MA is equivalent

to a synchronized array of systolic converters in the B'14. If we

further assume that the processing aìgorithms in the MA beìong to the

subspace {systolic}x{linear array}, then r,rhat are the equivalent

synchronization nethod, module granularity and communjcation

structures, in thei r broader sense, for a systoì ic network over the

GMA? The answer will be provided in this chapten.

5.1 Communication Geometrv and Access Methods for Systolic Networks.

The systolic converter architecture, suitable for a single vector

oriented process has to be expanded to facil itate â vector oriented

process in GMA. one of the required extensions is the synchronizatíon

of all distributed systolic converters. However, the communication

geometry is not a simple scaled-up version of a VLSI linear systoìic

array geometry for the foì I owi ng reasons: (i ) Paral I e1 data exchange

with Iock-step mechanisms [35], commonly used in synchronous

architectures such as systolic or SIMD (Single Instruction Multjple

Data) [45 ], t46 ], is not practìcal due to the spatial distribution of

MA; (ii ) The influence of noise on the network (macroarchitecture)

cannot be neglected, as in microarchitectures; and (iii) The gìobal

synchronization scheme for both systolic converter synchronization and

distributed computing must be independent of the spatial distributjon

of the MAs.

Recent evolution in the area of local network architectures (LNA)

and the expenience frorn the muìtiloop network [5] serveO as a basis for

a new systol ic network architecture. The proposed architecture is
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derived from a welI known LNA with the proper extensions that are

required for global vector oriented processes. Based on the work of

the IEEE Local Network Standards Committee lCl-qgl, two basjc

communicatìon npdium access methods have been identified: control led

and random. The randon access method has three major 'l imitations that

eliminate its use for a systolic network and could be summarized as

follows: (i ) Data transfer time is non deterministíc; (ii ) The npdiurn

access control is djstributed and the network synchronization is a

function of its topo'ì ogy; and (iii ) No provision exists for

simultaneous data transfers between adjacent stations due to the common

bus topoì ogy,

The controlled access method is based on a token-passing access

scheme. The rpthod is completely general and is used for mutual

exclusion of processes requiring shared resources [50]. It relies on a

specifìc data structure that is a key (or token) to the shared resource

and is modified to reflect its usage whiie preventing further coìli-

sions. once reconstructed, it is passed to another user. Token-passing

could be utjlized in tr,lo network topologies: (i) A loop where the token

can be passed sequentjallyl (ii ) A ìogical loop, or token-bus, where

the token is passed to various stations sharing a common bus in an

onder whjch forms a ìogical loop [48]. Token passing loop architect-

ures (both physical and logical) have the fol lowing nroperties: (i)

The token, control ling the medium access, is just a special data entity

within the regular data stream; (ii) Medium access and data delays are

fully deterministic; and (iii) As a result of (i), there is no need for

a collision detection mechanism which r'roul d depend on netwonk topoìogy
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and pl acement as for the non deterministic method [51 ]

Since data can also be encoded to be self clocked (e.9. Non-Return

to zero Inverse-NRZI, Manchester), a token passing ìoop architecture

can utilize a unidjrectional transmission medjum for cìock extnaction,

medium access, and gìobaì net\¡Jork synchronization irrespective of its

physical layout. This property ís extretnely usefu'ì ìf single-mode

fibre-optics is used as the communication medium. The advanced VLSI

architectures that partial 1y irnpìement token passing network protocols

ISt], made the required extensions for a systolíc neÈwork technical ly

plausible with current technology. The following section vrill describe

network extension for a systolic converter utiìizing an extended token

passi ng network.

5.2 The Unified Network Element (UNE)

The architectural evolution of the systol ic converter was governed

by the fo1 1ow'i ng design principles: (i) At every systolic processor,

one uses very simpìe control for cotnnunication and processing and makes

local memony storage reìatively small, constant and independent of the

size of the network; (ii) One uses as many processors as can be kept

simultaneously productive and locates them as close as possjble to the

data they require; and (iii) One utilizes pipelining and muìtiprocess-

ing for paraììeì algorithms that have simpìe and reguìar data fìow thus

resulting in simple and reguìar geometries for the data path. The same

design principles were utilized to derive the Unified Network Elernent

(UNE) serving as the basic element in the construction of a systolic
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network

The UNt architecture is shor.rn schematicaìly in Fì9. 5.1 It
consists of a multipìe processor structure with four basic building

blocks:

a) A systol i c converter wi th a conversi on systol e synchroni zed on a

network systo le;

b) A loop slave procesor for communication with higher levels of the

sytol ic network;

c) A loop master processor for communication with lower levels of the

systol ic network ; and

d) A graphics processor for operator interface and network

diagnostics.

Careful analysis of the communication topology of the tiNE reveals

its synmetry with the Iinearìy connected systoljc arrôy process0r.

Data can be transferred to and from adjacent UNE in various configur-

ations.

0ne of the nost useful topologies in process control appl ication

is the hierarchical multilevel loop architecture, as described ìn [52 l,

with its rel iabi lity aspects anaìyzed in [53 
.], 

Is+ 
.l. 

Such â netrvork

topol ogy was fi rst impl emented usi ng the USCM and di fferent I oop

controì1ers, as described in Sec. 2.5.4. The multiple processor

architecture of the UNt is dynamicaì ly reconfigurable to form six

systolic network entities. All the configurations will be required to

construct a systolic network without the need for dífferent network
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Let us describe the six network entities and their placement within the

systolic network topoìogy, as shown in Fig.5.2 and Table 2:

a) A STATION consists of a synchronized systolic converter and a loop

slave cornmunication processor. Its primary use is for rnonitoring a

vector oriented process in a single MA as part of the GMA;

b) A L00P CoNTRoLLER consists of a loop master executing the foììowing

functions: (i) Generation of tokens for global network synchro-

nization; (ii) Collection of the gìobaì state vector; and (iii)
Distribution of parameter sets to various network entities;

c) A GATEI,IAY consi sts of loop-sl ave and loop-master communication

processors and performs the fol I owi ng functi ons: (i ) Synchroni z-

ation of loops in âdjacent ìevels; (ii) Concentration of state

vectors at various leveìs; and (iii) Distribution of parameter sets

to vari ous network entities;

d) A NtTi,l0RK SIGNATURE AÌ'IALYZER (NSA) that serves as a reconfigurable

analysis tool as welI as a nett{ork optimjzation tool . Due to the

systolic nature of the network, a network signature can be captured

at various nodes, as described in Chapter VI . The NSA could be

confi gured as: (i ) A Statíon vri th simul ated SC state vectors I (i i )

A Loop Controì1er; and (iii) A Gateway, and pl aced at various

network nodes, as denoted by an asterisk in Fig. 5.2.

The three basic network ent,i ties enabl e the construction of a

hierarchical mul tiloop architecture based on a single reconfigurable

UNE, The next sectíon will describe the synchronization principle of a
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systol lc net[ork .

5 .3 Network Synchroni zati on

The required global network synchronization can be obtained via

the data stream of an extended token passing protocol in two steps: (ì)

Clock extraction and bit level synchronjzation; and (ii) Global netrvork

sync h ron i zat i on .

5.3.1 CIock Extraction and Bit Level Synchronization

Various self clocking encoding schemes such as NRZI and Manchester

[55], enable clock extraction from the data stream utilizing the

digitaì phase-lock technique. Two basic techniques exist for digitaì

phase locked loop (PLL) cìock extraction: (j) Charge-pump or sequential

logic phase/frequency detector, as described in Is0 ]; and (ii) Quadrant

alI digitaì PLL [57 ]. The second method relies on digitaì phase

adjustments and a flywheeì locaì oscillator (usuaìly 32 times the data

rate) to extract the data sampling clock.

Reconfiguration of the UNE into one of the three basic netrvork

entities requires rearrangement of the digitaì phased locked ìoop

(DPLL) clock extraction scheme, as shown in Fìg.5.3. A loop slave in

a station has its transmitter (T*) locked on the DPLL cìock obtained

from the receiver (Rr) data strean, as shown in Fig, 5.3(c) and

índicated by a closed S, switch. A loop master in a Loop Controller,

shown in Fì9. 5.3(b), maintains all loop slaves in a lock condition

including R*. Hence, its transmitter should not be phase locked on its
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receiver as indicated by an open 52 sr.titch. The gate[ay shown in Fig.

5.3(a) could be simply viewed as a superposition of both structures. A

four channel Dl'lA controller is then sufficient for data transfer in the

three confi gurati ons .

5,3.2 Svstol ic Network S.vnchronization

The nethod for systolic network synchronizatìon relies on the

follo\,ring features of token passing in a physical or logical loop

topology: (i) Token extraction is fully deterministic; (ii) Given a

stationary network, all token delays are predefined as a function of

the current network topoì ogy; ( i i i ) A token can al so carry an

associated absolute time tag, thus enabling digital phase lock [58].

Figure 5.4 depicts the network synchronization process.

A UNE configured as a Station extracts a token and its related

time tag via its loop s'l ave. The synchronization error unit receives

the following four inputs: (i) R* data clock; (ii) Token received flag

followed by absolute time tag; (iii) Conversion systoìe T.r; and (iv)

The path delay of the token from its origin (loop controller or

gateway) to the R*, The calculation is based on the network topology

status which is commonìy distributed withín the loop and contains

information on network entities that are on or off the loop as well as

their i nterconnecti ng mediun ìength.

The phase difference result at the output of the synchronizatjon

unit, is fed to a digitaì ly prograrnmable de1 ay unit that triggers the
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systol ic conversion time gate. The closed-loop synchronizatjon scherne

resembles the DPLL operation at the bit level , The net result of the

synchronization scheme is to lock all conversion systoìes on a conmon

time-tagged token, thus faciì itating gìobal state vector conversion and

Proce s s i ng.

Let us now define the period between network systoles (Tnr), each

embodied as a time-tagged token, as the inverse of the nate of the

globaì state vectors obtained from the systolic conversion, processing

the data reduction tlirough the systolic network. In a hlerarchical

systoìic network based on UNts, (see Fig. 5.2), the network is

synchronjzed from top to bottom. A network systole is sent from a loop

control'l er to alI gateways which propagate the systole to the lower

ìevel using the mechanism described above. The network topoìogy and

its status are cornmonly distributed and updated at the proper 'levels in

order to maintain gìobaì synchronization.

l^le can observe that the systol ic net\^,ork is governed by the

foìlowing three systoìes: (i) network (Tns), (ji ) conversion (T.r), and

(iii) processing (Tor). The sane rules, that calì for global

synchronization while allowing same local desynchronization for a VLSI

systol ic array, are now expanded for the systol ic network. The

following section will descnibe a unified network protocol (UNP) for

the systolic network to facil itate the hardware oriented description of

a UNE.
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5.4 Layered Systol ic Network

Token passing protocols for ìoop architectures with centralized

control are referred to as Newhal I I oop protocol s Iss ], [Oo ] , The

reasons for using the Newhall loop protocol as a base for the systol jc

network were mostìy given in Sec. 5.1. The utjlization of the token

for synchronization, as described in Sec. 5.2, impl ies centnalized

control resulting in a NewhalI loop. The Newhall loop protocol is

further modified for systol ic netr,iork appl ications and will be

described in more detail in Sec, 5.5.

The multiprocessor architecture of the UNE allows for a unified

reconfigurable hardware structure to serve the three basic network

entìties: Station, Gatervay and Loop Controller for the network

construction. The same appnoach can be used in the design of the

unified network protocol (UNP) of the systolic network. A reconfigur-

able firmware structure, sufficient to support a systol ic network, has

been designed based on four UNP entities (see 171 ]).

The four UNP entities and their placement within the three network

entities are shown in Fig. 5.5. Each of the UNP entjties constjsts of

a pertinent cofinunication processor and a matched set of sof tvJare

tasks. The hierarchicaì nature of the systol ic netv.lork is shown, as

wel l as the comrand (including tokens for Tnr) and data llow. The four

UNP enti ti es are:

a) An EI4ITTER to send commands and data to lower levels;

b) A COLLECTOR to recejve commands and data frqn a hjgher level;

c) A STRVER to respond with data to a hÍgher 'level; and
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d) An ACCEPToR to accept the data from a lower level .

The UNP architecture exhibits the foì lowing properties: (i) 0n1y

four entjties are needed for the impìementation of a systolic network

with an arbitrary number of loops and levels; (ii) Commands (and Tn,

tokens) are flovling only from upper levels to lotrer ìeveìs; (iii) Data

flowing from bottom layers to top layers are always a response to a

comnand (with the exception for network failures). The UNP

architecture for a systol ic network implies reduction in the data

flowing upwards and expansion in commands and data fl owing downwards.

The ì ayered netr,rork archi tecture, known as the Internati onal

Standards organization open System Interconnect (lS0 0SI) seven layer

architecture [61], [62]and also adopted and modified by the IEEE 802

locaì network standards comnittee Ia7 ], has provided the basis for

coping with the design compìexìty of a systolic network. The two lower

'I ayers of the lS0 0SI rnodel (physical and data link ìayers) are mapped

into three corresponding layers of the Iocal area network node'l

(physical signal ing, media access controì , and ìogical link control ) ,

[48], [49]. In our discussion, we shalI folIow the IEEE 802 model for

token passing layered loop architecture.

Figure 5.6 provides the layered network architecture for the four

basic UNP entities. The physical signalling and medium access control

(centralized token passing) r,re re omitted for clarity, while the link

and netr4ork layers are shown at various UNP entities. It should be

pointed out that onìy one software package for the link ìayer and net-
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work layer was designed to be reconfjgurable at various network

entities (see [71 ]).

The UNE concept supported by the UNP architecture form a unified

systol ic network that possesses the folI owi ng features: (i ) 0ne UNE

forms all three basic network entities; (ii) The UNP forrns four basic

communication entities; (iii) Two ìayers are used at the various

network leveìs; (iv) Command and data flow are hierarchical and step

I ocked ìocal'ly and globaì1y; (v) No queue exists for cornmand

extensions; (vj) Global and local network synchronization for systoì ic

converters wi thi n loop stations.

5.5 Newhall Loop Architecture Modifications

The NewhalI loop architecture first described in IO: ] has the

foìlowing key features: (i ) Token passing medium access; (ii ) Central-

ized control for token distribution, data transfer and token claim; and

(iii ) Data transfers are only between loop slaves to a loop master.

Let us highlight the modification to the NewhalI loop for a systolic

network.

5.5,1 Systolic Converter Synchronization and Pipelininq

The basic rnechanism for generation of the network systole Tns was

described in Sec. 5.3.2. Processing and conversion were pipelined in

the USCM and SC to enhance systen throughput. Since distributed

processing of state vectors implies their exchange between various net-
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work entities a proper scheme nust be provided.

The pipelining and synchronization scheme is shown in Fig. 5.7(a).

The Tn, is generated to synchronize the SC, A swinging FIFo scheme is

utlized to facil itate concurrent systolíc conversjon and state veclor

processing via the systolic network.

The conversion and processing of a modi fied NewhalI loop is shown

in Fig, 5.7(b). A synchronization command, implementing a time-tagged

token, is generated to synchronize all SCs, State vectors are

simultaneously acquired and concurrently processed at the SCs and the

results p] aced with the sl{inging FIFo. A poì1 command, impìemented by

a token followed by a specific tag injtiates consecutive transfers of

ìocally processed state vectors from the distributed UNEs through thejr

ìoop sìave to the loop riEster. A1 though this scheme resembles an SC

r.rith one processor, it is useful in many appì ications where extretnely

high data reductìon can be obtained at the MA level (e.9., in a gìobal

shut down system where each SC connected to an MA generates a single

bit only). For such applications, the global state vector consjsts of

bits obtained from the individual UNEs. Chapten VI will describe

further modification to the Newhal l loop to facil itate systol ic

processi ng throughout the network.

5.5.2 Loop Control Exchange and Loop Fragmentation

0ne of the key problems in the Newhal 1 loop ls the identification

of a line cut in the ìoop and the proper recovery procedure from such a
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failure. Figure 5.8 describes the three steps of line cut (the term

cut should be treated as generic to a complete loss of signal path

between adjacent stations for any reason): (i) Identification; (ii)

Control exchange; and (iii ) Recovery. To illustrate the phase lock of

a T*and R* in a loop master and a ìoop slave, we introduce the

foìlowing symbology: (i) A loop naster is indicated by two separated

half cincles as in Fig. 5.8(c), indìcating unlocked R* and T*; and (ji)

A loop slave is indicated by joined half circles as in Fig. 5.8(a),

indicating a locked T* and R*. In both figures âbbreviations are used

for receiven data (Ro), transmitter data (To), and receiver and

transmitter clocks (R., T.). The djgitaì phase-locked 'ì oop clock is a

multiplicity of the baud rate and denoted by Z.cìock, while the

extracted data clock is denoted by DPLL and is intended to feed ejther

the Rc or both the R. and T..

The line cut is identified (Fig. 5'8(a)) as a result of signal

'I oss at the Rx input followed by a flywheel ing PLL. As a result, the

loop can now be viewed as two separate Iinearly connected fnagments of

the loop, as shown in Fì9. 5.8(b). The right fragment is locked on T*

of the station cìosest to the cut, while the left fragrnent is locked

on the loop master Tx. A special token indicating the position of the

cut is passed to the loop master Rx. The two loop fragmenls are novr

fully controlled by two masters. When the line cut is repaired at the

cut point, indicated by the token passed to the loop master, network

control is restored, It should be noted that this procedure could be

utilized in high reliability loop architectures for implementation of

self-healing features. The techniques for seìf-heaììng Ioop
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architectures are described in [59], pp. 53-58

The rnost important result of the above discussion is that a

nrodified Newhal 1 loop couìd be broken into fragments that can transmit

data upstrearn. If tvro ìoops ane used in opposite directions, data ex-

changes jn both directions can occur concurrentìy between adjacent

stations, thus forming a linearly connected systol ic network, as

described in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER VI

VECTOR ORIENTED PROCESSING ON A SYSTOLIC NETI,,IORK

This chapter addnesses one of the fundamental questions of how to

acquire, transfer, and process individual state vectors from each MA in

order to achi eve the desi red gl obal resu l ts , correspondi ng to the

entjre global monitored area (Gt4A). The concepts presented in thjs

chapter are essential to the understanding of the systol ic network in

that they provide a unified solution to the probìen of the total

network synchronjzation v/hich includes not only data acquisitjon and

transfer, but also data processing. The synchronization of data

acquisition and transfer frorn a single MA or a cluster of MAs was

discussed in the previous chapters. The inclusion of data processing

poses new and difficult synchronization problems, the solution of which

is presented in this chapter.

In the search for the solution, the following two objectives

pl ayed an i mportant role: (i) The network must be deterrninistic in

order to assure no data skew between the state vectors frotn the

separate MAs I and (ii ) 'lhe synchronization must be achieved through

constructs which are natural 1y related to those aìready introduced at a

lovrer level in the prevìous chapters. The latter obiective was

necessary to achieve the unified design methodology, presented in the

next chapter, and to relate the constructs to those found in the

systoìic arrays, as introduced by Kung [35].

The deterministic feature of the network is assured by an ordered

sequence of events in the entire network and its entities (such as the
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Station, Loop Controller, Gateway, Loop Analyzer, and the UNP).

Furthermore. the entry of data into the network is not random, even

though the measured quantities may occur randomly at the sensor leveì ,

as in radi ati on monitoring.

l,,le shall first address the synchronization problem in systol ic

arrays and its retatlon to the systolic network.

6.1 Svstem Timinq in VLSI and Svstolic Networks

In the design of synchronous systems, one must consider synchro-

nization failure as a fundamentaì problem. The failure refers to a

metastabìe state of a synchronous system when asynchronous data arrive

at its inputs. The probabi lity of a synchronization fail ure cannot be

reduced to zero , It can, however, be ni nimi zed and cal cul ated usi ng

the Mead criterion, as described in [37], pp. 236-242.

The probìem a] so appears in the synchronization betvreen distinct

synchronous subsystems, each with its own clock, Again, the probabiì-

ity of a synchronization failure between the subsystems is non zero.

The solution to the probìem is sel f-timing. A self-timed eleìrent can

be designed as a synchronous system with an internal clock that can be

stopped synchronously and restarted asynchronggsly. Following Mead's

definition, a self-tÍr¡ed system is either (i) A seìf-timed element, or

(ii) A legal interconnection of self-timed elements.
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Let us consider the local and global synchronization problems of

the systol ic network in order to demonstrate that the previous

constructs fully satisfy the synchronization requirements. The

systoìic converter has been designed as a self-timed system with two

basic elements that are internal 1y synchronous. The flrst element is

the systolic conve rsì on/co rrec ti on array. Although the conversion gate

for each cell within the elenent is dependent on Sj and G' the whole

array can be synchronously stopped by a strobed conversion gate signal,

then asynchronously restarted. The second eiement is the systolic

array governed by the processing systole, TOs.

ln addition, the synchronization of the systol ic converter, SC,

located at different UNEs is also based on the self-timing principle

because the DPLL is a synchronous finite state machine that can be

viewed as an element in relatìon with the received data! The SC,

governed by its conversion systoìe, is an element as viewed by the

token driven synchronizôtion unit. The name Unified Network Element

has now a new meaning in the context of the systolic network! Let us

cìarify that in the following section.

6.2 Vector oriented Processinq on a Modified Netrhall Loop

Let us analyze a simple case of a vector oriented pro:;ess monitor-

ed by three UNEs, each related to an MA, in a single ìevel systolic

network , Let us further assume that the gl obal unprocessed state

vector ¡.*( 
i ) trut to be multiplied by a global matrix A (see Eq.6'1)'
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If each st,ate vector consists of N elements, then each of the

submatrices in A nay be an NxN square matrix. For such a vector

oriented process monitoring, the following two processing structures

are plausibìe: (i) Central ized; (ii) Distributed. The structures are

reìated to the Nevrhall loop.

The centralized structure rel ies on gathering the state vectors

from the stations to the loop control1er in order to perform the
_*l i \multiplication of A by 16"'on a systolic array, as will be further

analyzed in the fol ìowing sections.
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The !E!t1E!gi structure is based on the fol I owi ng four stages:

(i) The global state u..tor^ {(i)i, collected by the loop control ìer;

(ii) A copy of the gìobal state vector is distributed to the UNES;

(iij) Each UNE performs a multlplication of a singìe row of the NxN

submatrices by the gìobal state vector; and (iv) The results are

transferred to the loop controlIer. It is seen that since in both

methods there are no direct data transfers betr,reen UNts, the al gorithm

space is limited. ln order to achieve concurrent data transfers

between the UNEs, a new network topology must be introduced. The new

structure is described in the following section,

6.3 Processing on a Systolic Network

Figure 6.1(a) depicts a ìinearìy connected array of inner product

step processors (IPSP) performing a systol ic mul tipl ication of a vector

x and a matrix A which results in a vector y_ 137]. The array has the

following four features: (i) Data exchanges occur concurrently betvreen

the adjacent IPSPs in opposite directions over the array (step locked);

(ii) Flow of input and output is in opposite directions; (iii) Loading

of A elements is pipelined with the computation fìow; and (iv) The flow

of the pertinent elements of A into the array is predefined. The above

properties could be used in the synthesis of the desired systol jc

rate on state vectors v{hich can be treated as the basicnetwork to ope
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data elements, and to perform the required matrix multiplication on the

gl obal state vec tor.

Figure 6.1(b) illustrates graphìcaìly the analogy between the

systolic array and systolic network. Two loops are utilized with data

flow in opposite directons. A special token is used to signal al1

stations to enter the exchange mode. In this mode, each UNE unlocks

its transmitter from the receiver. Unlike in the unidirectional

Newha l 1 I oop , thi s structure permi ts concurrent data exchanges i n

opposite directions. Following the data exchange and computation, the

el ernents of matrÍx A may be transferred to the uNEs. The transfer

occurs concurrently to alI network entities. Such a transfer shall be

called the broadcast node and is shown in Fig. 5(c) . The distribution

of A el ements to the UNEs could also be performed at the network

initiaìization time. The basic data element that is utilized here is a

state vector, while the basic element of A is a submatrix.

The immediate advantage of the systoljc network is the simpl icity

of applying known paraìlel algorithms, developed for VLSI implement-

ations to vector oriented process monitoring. The self-timing property

of the netr.Jork via a token passing mechanism and the organ'i zation of

the basic network entity as an element can now be seen in a new ìight'

The folìowing t$,o sections will present some first order measures

to the systolic network performance in the centralized and systolic

modes.
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6.4 Systolic Netr,rork in Centralized Mode

This mode wilì be utilized primanily when the locaì processing of

state vectors at the distributed UNEs results in a rel atívely high data

reductjon. The output vector of the systolic converter will be called
/il

a reduced state vector fl". The total time, TGp, to poll the reduced

state vectors and to process thgn is given by

Tn, = N.T, * N.TBIT + Q.Tpg (6.2\

where N js the number of UNEs (and also state vectors), T, is the

transmission time of a frame containing a reduced state vector from the

UNE to the loop controller, Tr is the inserted one bit delay for the

token , Q i s an i nteger that represents the number of requi red

conputatjon steps for the matrix and vector mu1 tiplication at the loop

controller, and To, is the processing systole. To pipeline the

conversion, as welI as the state vector processing and reduction at all

UNEs, with centralized processing at the loop controller, the network

systole Tnr, must satisfy the following condition

GP
(0.J,

Equation (6.3) is similar to Eq. (2.1) for a USCM except for the data

elements which are nor,J the reduced state vectors. The total time TGp

should be shorter than the network systole Tns to allow a margin for

seìf timi ng,

T
S

T
n
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In applications where extreme data reduction can be achieved,

as i n the gì obaì shut-down system, a mi cnoprocessor based

configured as a loop control ler, is adequate to process the data.

such

UNE,

6.5 Systolic Netvrork Throughput and Pipelining

For a systol ic network, described in Sec. 6,3, the total time to

process the reduced state vectors is given by

Top= (TEx+Q.Tor).Qe (6.4)

where Tr* is the tjme for vector data exchange between UNEs, Q is the

required number of processing systoìes within each UNE, and Qn is the

number of exchanges that are requíred for cornputationa'l network

systoìes. The same condition given by Eq. (6.3) applies again to

assure pipeliníng of conversion and processing. It is assuned that the

'ìoading of the proper submatrices to the UNEs is performed at initial-
i zati on tine.

As a result of the above discussion, we can clearly see that the

logical ring, also known as the token bus, is a topology not adequate

for systolic network impl ernentati ons since it cannot provide for the

necessary concurrent exchange of state vectors. Instead, the systol ìc

netvrork nequires the proposed dual loop construct.
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6.6 Network Si gnature

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, one of the

fundamental r'equi rements imposed on a network that cou'ì d be caì I ed

systoljc is the deterministic flow of events, governing the conversion,

transfer' and processing of a] 1 the state vector's in the network, l,lith

its global and local systoles, it is possibìe to conjecture that any

sytolic netwo!k wil1 exhibit characteristic state transition patterns

at var'ious network entities and that the patterns may be used to âssess

the perfornance of the netvrork and the corr'ectness of its operation.

This method of verifying the operation of a systol ic network is an

extension of the Circuit Sígnature Anaìysis, as introduced by Hevrlett-

Packard [63a], and may pr'ovide a viable tool for network analysis

(diagnost'ics), not suggested ìn the r'elated wort< [+7].

A formal representa¿ion of net\^rork protocols is usualìy done with

the help of either of the following tools: (i) Finite state rnodel [64];
(i i ) Petri nets [65 ]; and (i ii ) Abstract process network [65 ]. The

IEEE 802 task force [+7] preferred the adoption of the finite state

model representation for token-passing protocoìs due to the límited

design and synthesis capabilities of Petri nets. Since a UNE in a

systoì ic network can be r'epr'esented internal 1y as a synchronous finite

state r.rachine fncluding the modified token-passing pr'otocol , its state

transitions could be monitored and tine-tagged relative to the stôte

vector processing. A Network Signature Analyzer could use the

deterministric featur'es of the systolic network as wel l as finite state

presentation of the Ut'¡P (unified network protocol ) to obtain the

fol l owi ng: (i ) Network performance i n terms of connands, tokens,
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conversion and processing of both the state vectors, and global state

vector; (ii) Monitoring of the network topoìogy and status (active

ìevel , loops, networir entities); (iii) Presentation of a netr,rork

signature at various network nodes for diagnostics and maintenance.

Since alI the data and systoles flovr through the loop topology,

the systolic network can be analyzed (diagnosed) from any node. Other

network topoìogies, such as the star configuration, will not allow such

an analysis from its branches. Since the UñP is implemented vrith a

layered architecture, we can include a diagnostic ìayer at each of the

UNP entjties. The network analyzer interfaces with the diagnostic

layer to obtain pertinent data on the event flov.J (state transjtion,

tokens, state vector transfers, Iine cuts) at various network entit,ies,

as weì1 as to provide stimuli {tokens) to control the signature gather-

ing process. In this capacity, the network analyzer serves as a remote

diagnostics probe. The function of the remote diagnostic probe can

also be found in the testing and verification of VLSi devices and

systems if and only if a diagnostic layer is provided throughout the

system el ements . Thi s further emphasi zes the paral I el between the

macroarchi tectures (systol ic network) and micr'oarchitectur'es (systoì ic

converter) .

In conclusion, the network anaìyzer is essential to the systolic

network in that it provides information about its key performance

paraneter - the bit error rate (BER). For the systolic network to

operate correctly, the BER must be very low. This requirement has ttvo

basic r'easons: (i) If the BER is too high, the probability of
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appear'ance of more than one token in the data stream increases and may

1 ead to I oss of synchroni zati on , and ( i i ) Ti me consumi ng retrans-

missions may also lead to pipeline overflow (loss of synchronization) .

For exampìe, with fibre-optic links that exhibit 10-14 (BER) [oo]or a

high noise irmunity triaxiaì cable with serial error correction scheme,

the error rate can be acconìmodated by the self-timing design of the

UNE. The net resul t of noise coupled to the network shouìd appêar as

equivalent to self-timed data transfers. Since at each UNt the token-

passing controìler has a taìly of various communlcation errors, they

can be polled through the diagnostics layer to obtain the noise

si gnatur'e of the network.

An extensive survey of research work (both experimentaì and

theoretical) on Newhall loop per'formance when data can be entered to

the network randomly is provided in [5s ], pp. 13-31 and 53-72. The

performance models are based on queueing theory and are compar'ed to

simul ation of such a loop networ'k. Unfortunately no literature is

available to cornpare those models wlth actual Ñewhall loop impìement-

ations, ln the systolic network, random entry of state vectors to the

networ'k never occurs because of the i ntegrated sensors oriented

systolic conversion method. The performance of a systolic network is

determined during the design process and is fixed for the pertinent

appl i cation thereafter.

A design methodology for a systolic network will be presented in

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI I

SYSTOLIC DAS DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The systolic DAS design methodology presented in this chapter

consists of two key components: (i ) An object oriented architecture

that defines all system building bìocks (obiects), their associated set

of attributes and the run tjne primitives for manipulation of obiects;

and (ii ) A design framework for top down anaìysi s/synthesi s of a

systol ic DAS

obiect oriented architectures IoZ ], foe ] are commonìy used in

operating systems. The key advantages of such architectures are: (j)

The designer picks up only the pertinent obiects for the embodiment of

the solution to his probìem, and does not have to be intimately

famil iar with all of them; (ii) The designer uses the appropriate set

of primitives for his application; (iii) Design rrcdif ications and

enhancements affect onìy the pertinent objects and do not propagate

elsewhere; and (iv) System decomposition is natural and fol lows the

objects hierarchy. Let us descrìbe the object oriented architecture

for the systol ic DAS.

7.r t oriented Archi tecture for

l,le will follow a bottom to top descriptjon of the obiects that

constitute a systolic DAS, their set of attributes, and some of the

pr i rni ti ves to manipuìate them.
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7.1.1. Integrated Sensor

An integr'ated sensor (lS) can be characterized by the fo1 lowing

set of attributes: (i) Measured phenomenon; (ii) Transfer function P(f)

of the lS; (iii) Compensating phenomenon; and (ív) Gain and offset

vect0rs.

7.1.2 Integrated Coherent Sen sor

An integrated coherent sensor (lCS) can be character'ized by both

the set of attributes. as specified in Sec. 7.1.1, and the set of

coherent frequenc i es .

7.1 .3. Systoì ic Converter

The set of attributes of a systolic conver'ter' (SC) includes: (i)

Vector; (ii) Array; (iii) Coherent; (iv) Strobed; (v) Real ; (vi )

Imaginary; (vii ) Number of sensors; (viii) Sensor types; (ix) T.r,

Tps, Tns sets; and (x) Gain and offset correction matnices. It should

be noticed that the set of attributes depends heavily on the specific

appì icatlon of the SC. No attenpt has been made here to limit the

number of attributes nor' their conmon appear'ance in the description.

This is left to the SC deslgner. Furthermore, :re be'ì ieve that more

classes of SC will be discovered as a result of future design work.

The pr'ocessing algorithm of the state vector and the systolic

converter architecture cannot be described with a limited set of simple

attributes and must follow VLSI design methodoìogy such as that
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described in [37 ].

Primítives exist to manipulate the foìlowing SC characteristics:

(i) Set Tps, Tns, T.r; (ii) Load S and G mattices; (iii) Initialize SC;

(iv) 0btain diagnostics data; and (v) Set configuratìon. Again, the

set of primitives is not complete and will be expanded as a resul t of

future SC desi gn work.

7 .l .4 , Uni fi ed Netvrork El ement

A UNE can have one of the following attributes: (i) Station;

(ii) Gateway; (iii) Loop control ler; and (iv) Network analyzer. As

Networ'k Anaìyzer, it may be configured as one on the three netwoÌk

entjties. The selected configuration together wjth the UNP completeìy

define the UNE. If an SC is incl uded in the UNE configuration, a

pointer to its set of attr'ibutes must be provided to complete the

de sc ri ption.

The foìlowing is a set of primitives: (i) Configure UNE; and (ij)
Provide a network signature command set if the UNE is configur'ed as

Network Ana lyzer.

7.1.5 Systolic Network

The systoìic network requires the following set of attributes: (i)

A description of network topology in terms of levels, loops, network

entities placement and Networ'k Analyzer hook-up points; (ii) Comput-
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ational structure of the network identifying central ized, distributed

or systolic modes for various loops and net\.ror'k entities; (iii) Network

systole Tnr; (iv) Bit rate for each loop; and (v) Compensation pata-

meters for network entjties (as a function of their' placement) to be

used for network systole compensation algorithms.

The foìlowing set of primitives will be used to manipulate the

network: (i) Isolate a ìoop; (ii) Isolate a specific netvrork enti ty;

(iii) Change Tnr; (iv) Update network topology; and (vi) 0btain networ'k

signature from a node, loop, leveì or netwotk entity.

The object oriented architecture described above is used with a

top-dor.Jn framework as a basis for construction of a systolic DAS.

7 .2 ToD-Down Desi qn Mai n Gui del i nes

The foìlowing steps shouìd be general ly followed to obtain the

detailed architecture of a systolic DAS:

a) Verify that the process is vector oriented and cannot be monitored

properly with any scalar DAS;

b) Find the scope of the monitored area. Identify a Gl"lA and

parti ti on it into MA;

c) Specify the state vectors and their required processing at each

MA;

d) ldenti fy the network topol ogy as a resu lt ft on the GMA

partitioning, and thelr required ptocessing and hierarchy;
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e)

f)

s)

h)

Specify each UNE in the network;

Specify the set of integrated sensors for each SC¡

Der'ive the SC architecture for each station;

Spec i fy gì obal state vector processj ng and obtai n Tn, . Ca lcul ate

TnO and check lf the pipelining of processing and conver'sion can

be s ati sfi ed.

Neither the object oriented architecture nor the design framework

should limit the freedom of the desígner of a vector or'iented process

monitoring system. They shouì d be treated only as a kernel developed

to ease the design conplexity. The following chapter will analyze a

test case to further emphasize the design methodology.
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CHAPTER VIIT

CASE ANALYSIS - CANDU REACTOR SHUT-DOWN SYSTEM

The systolic shut-down system architecture descr'ibed in this

chapter' has been developed accor'ding to specific functional require-

ments for an intel ligent safety system for the futur'e generation of

CANDU reactors [6 ].

8.1 Functj onal Requi rements

The timing requirements for' the shut-down system are depicted in

Fig. 8.1(a) . A rise in reactor criticaìity will be r'eflected in the

spatial neutron flux [33], The optimaì nurnber' of seìf powered neutron

flux sensors [33]is 50. The number' of neutron flux sensors determines

the maximum al I owabl e power of the reôctor as wel I as the r'equi r'ed

t'esponse time for the shut-down system. Sjnce the insertion of the

sensors into the core reduces the full por.Jer', an optimum oper'ating

region is derived through a sirnulation which determines the number of

sensors, shut-down response time and maximun allowable power'.

The advantage of an intelligent safety system is that the reactoy'

can be operated at a hi gher' power' mai ntai ni ng the overal l safety

r'equirements. As shown in Fig. 8.1(a), the total y'esponse time of the

shut-down system should be less then 50 msec, includìng conver'sion of

sensor's pulse streams and pr'ocessing of the obtained data.

For ultra high reliability of the intel ligent safety system,

triple redundancy is required. This leads to thr'ee sets of sensors (a
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total of 150 in the reactor core) and three individual shut-down

systems. A 50x50 weighting matrix l,l with a band width w-20 reflects

the spatial distribution and interaction of the sensors. A mask matrix

[ (with e]ements that are either zero or one) js also provided to

conduct various logic functions on the data and to facilitate sensor

masking or 'logical grouping. The updating of the matrices occurs a few

tines each dqy and should not disturb the shut-down system.

8.2 Top Down Desi gn

l,le will follow the design procedure described in Sec.7.2.

a) The process is vector oriented as a result of the requirement of

no data skew from the neutron flux sensors in order to represent

the flux spatial distribution in the reacton;

The monitored area is the reactor core. No further partitioning

is requ i red;

The state vector consists of 50 elements, each representíng fìux

at given rneasurernent point in the reactor core. Following the

requi renent for pi peì i ni ng convensi on and processi ng, the

conversion time is set to 20 msec, The total processing time

shoul d be I ess than 20 msec, The pnocessi ng requi rements are

i denti fi ed in Sec.4.4.1¡

A ìoop architecture (dual redundant) will connect all three UNEs;

A UNE configured as a station is specified to accommodate the SC;

A modification to the self-povrered neutron flux sensor is required

to obtain fìxed amplitude pulse stream. For a T.r=2Omsec, maximum

b)

Li

d)

e)

f)
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output frequency should be set to 5.105 Hz to obtain a 4 decade

dynamic range in the conver'sion counter'. The rnodifjcation will

incoy'porate a V+f converter foìlowing the low curr'ent ampìifier

[33 ]¡

S) The specific SC ar'chitecture suÍtable for this appl ication was

described in Sec. 4.4 and its response time was obtained. Since

the functiona'l requirements call for' tripìe r'edundancy, we shall

now expand the individual shut-down system into a triple redundant

system, as depicted in Fig. 8,1(b) .

Each of the three systolic conver'ter's is connected to a set of

modified neutr'on flux sensors. A triple redundant timing unit

distributes T.r, TOs, Tns. The shut-down signals from thr'ee systems

ar'e fed into a rnajority voter clocked by Tns generating the shut-down

signaì.

Since each SC is a part of a station, the natrices M and I,l could

be loaded to the ìoop sl ave. The loading procedure to the SC wil1

follow four consecutive steps: (i) The ìoop slave receives and verifies

matrices M and W (ii) The matr'ices are Ioaded into the non active

matr'ix FIFOs (a swínging matrix FIF0 scheme is utilized) ; (iii) At the

end of the curr'ent processing, the active and non active FlFos ar'e

exchanged at all three systolic converters via a specific token.

As a result of the top down design, let us identify the shut-down

system objects and their sets of attributes:
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a) liybrid radiation sensors for normalized neutron flux sensing based

on modification to the seìf powered neutron flux detectors [:S ].

The output frequency of the hybríd sensor wjll span from 1.10s Hz

to 5.105 Hz for a zero to full power normalized neutron flux;

b) The systolic converter wilI be connected to 50 sensors of the type

described in a T., = 20 msec and Tps = 166psec. The SC wilI have

the architecture described in Sec. 4.4 with the extensions for on

line loading of the M and l,l matrices.

c) Three UNEs are configured as Stations and one UNE as a loop

controller. A1 1 UNES wi lI have a dual redundant loop architecture;

and

d) The systoìic network will consist of a single 1oop. The bit rate

is set to 1 Mbit/sec. The network systole is set to 25 msec to

obtain 40 synchronjzed majority votes per second, allowing a 5 msec

margín for the conversi on/correctjon arrays and the loading of M

and I,,l matri ces.

The next section will provide a detai led system architecture for

the systol ic shut-down system.
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8.3 Detai I ed System Architecture

This section presents a synthesis of the detailed architecture of

two objects, the UNE and the systol ic converter, developed for the

special case of the reactor shut-down system, A five level architect-

ural hierarchy will be utilized in the design process of the objects,

The levels correspond to the level of abstraction and are defined as

follows: (i) UNE or system level; (ii) Subsystem leve1 ; (iii) Unit

level; (iv) Chip level; and (v) Cell or chip building block level . The

UNE contajns the SC as a custom subsystem. l,le will, therefore, use the

three bottom levels (cell, chip, unit) to describe the SC archjtecture

and the top three (system, subsystem, unit) to identify the UNE

structure. Aìthough any design of a SC is a special case, common

properties and buildjng bìocks of the SC will be highl ighted,

Figure 8.2 shows the UNE architecture which is based on currently

available multiple processors. It is seen that there are two

subsystems, the loop slave and the systoìic converter. Each of the tr.lo

subsystems consists of a set of units controlled by a dedicated micro-

processor via a local bus. The two or more subsystems also have access

to the system bus and system meìnory through a bus arbitration and

control led access scheme for a multiple processor bus environment, as

defined by the IEEE P976 proposed bus standard developed by Intel Corp.

[69]. Communication between the two subsystems is established via

shared regions in the system ñìernory. As shown by the dotted lines jn

Fig. 8.2, the two subsystens can be packaged on separate boards
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compatible with the P976 bus standard with control rnicroprocessors

fac I l i tati ng I ocal and system bus arbi trati on wi thi n the muì ti pì e

processor environment. Let us now describe the two subsystems at the

unit and partial ìy chip leveìs.

The loop slave subsystem is controlIed by an iAPX 186 supervisory

microprocessor over a local bus. Two l,,lD 2840 token passing

communication processors [St]are used to implement the link layer of a

central ized systoì ic net\¡rork at I MBit/sec. A four channel DMA

control I er is util ized for memory-based transfers to the dual -port

memory, which is also accessible through the system bus by the SC

control proc es sor.

The SC subsystem is controlIed by a special 8089 input/output

microprocessor (l0P) capable of performing intelligent Dù1A transfers as

welI as control of high speed peripheral units and chips. The I0P

executes the specific control and data transfer functions for the

following SC units: (i) The conversion/correction unit (CCU); and (ii)

The systolic array units (SAUs). It is important to realize that the

I0P does not participate in any of the processing functions that reside

within the units. Furthermore, the IoP executes the control and data

transfer tasks unden the supervision of the iAPX 186 vrithin the loop

sl ave subsystem.

l,le wiìl now follow a bottom to top approach to derive the detailed

architÈcture of the SC by using the cell, chip and unit leveìs as welI

as by identifying a unified storage and synchronization scheme .
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8.3.1 Dual Pointer RAM Based FIFo

A FIF0 memory was aìready proposed for various functions within

the following systolic shut-down building blocks:

a) A systolic conversion/correction cell with local storage of the

offset and gai n vectors;

b) Proper'ly ordered storage of the l,l and M matrìces for the linearly

connected systoì ic array; and

c) An i nterface betl.teen two sel f-ti med el ernents desi gned as

synchronous systems such as the conversion/correction unit and the

systolic array, or the two systolic arrays.

Let us consider tl.ro common aì"chitectures for the FIF0 rìemory in

order to select the one most suitabìe for the systol ic shut-down

architecture. Figure 8,3(a) depicts the control and data flow of the

first architecture, the fall-through FIF0 (FTF). Data are stored in a

series of internal registers with control ff ip-fìops to keep track of

used stack locations, Data in the registers are propagated to the

bottom of the FTF whenever the next register is empty. The FTF

architecture enables two distinct synchronous subsystems to maintain a

unidirectional data f'low at different instantaneous dai.a rates. Such a

scheme is shown in Fig. 8.3(b) which also depicts the control signals

and data flow associated with an FTF and two communicating subsysterns.

Figune 8.3(c) shows a data flow oriented FTF circuít symboì with input

and output control and data ports.
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The FTF architecture described above has the following drawbacks:

(i) The fall through delay is a function of the number of empty

register locations between the entry port and last entry on the queue;

(ii) For a large FTF the fall through deìay may becone signifjcant thus

limiting system performance; and (iii) If data has to be maintained in

the FIFo, a recirculation path and external circuitry is required.

A different structure of the FIF0 buffer capabìe of reìnoving the

above drawbacks is shown in Fig. 8.4(a). The RAM used in such a

structure can be viewed as a circuìar buffer in which its top address

is followed by its bottorn address. A read pointer (RP) and a write

poìnter (]lP) are util ized for addness generation, r.,hile a stat.us

counter (SCN) monitors their relative clockwise displacement. Initial-

ization of the buffer resets alI poínters to zero. The two pointers

and counter are incremented or decrenented in a cycì ic manner nrodulo

buffer length. A write operatjon consists of the fol'ì owing sequence of

events:

a) Check if SCN is smaller than the buffer ìength to avoid over-

wri ti ng; and

b) llrite into buffer at address l,lP, then incnement r,,iP and SCN.

A read operation consists of the following sequence

a) Check if SCN > 0 to avoid reading of invalid data; and

b) Read from flìemory at address RP, then increment RP and decrenent

SCN.
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In order to effect proper operation of such a dual-pointer RAM-

based FIF0, a controìler shown schematically in Fig, 8.4(b) can be

used. Three counters are used fon the l,lP, RP, and SCN. The counters

can be set to zero by the RESET signal . The arbitration logic resolves

colIisions between shift-in (SI ) and shjft-out (S0) requests on a

first-in first-served basis, while generating the WR and RD pulses to

àcknowledge the subsystems involved in the data transfers. The

controller also generates FULL and Ei4PTY status signals.

The FIF0 RAM controller (FRC), together r,ri th the RAM buffen, form

a unidírectional control and data flow construct. The composite

construct will be referred to as a FIF0 RAM (FRAM)(see [40]), and will
be used extensively in the synthesis of various architectural bui lding

blocks. Detail ed control and data flow of such a FRAM is depicted ìn

Fig. 8.5(a). We observe that the usual FIF0 type control signals and

data flow are ful 1y preserved, except for the optional FULL and tl4PTY

status Iines. The similarity to the FTF is further emphasized by the

FRAI4 circuit symbol (see Fig. 8.5(b)) which high- lights the two port

access and unidirectional data flow.

The FRAM has the foììowing key propertíes: (i) No fal 1 through

delay; (ii) Data is maintained in the FIFo without the need for a

recirculation path; (iii ) For a large FIF0, the FRtrlvl is more cost

effective than the FTF since no control is required for each regìster;

(iv) t'to delays on reset; and (v) The counter-based FRC is well matched

to the counter-based conversion/correction cell. For these reasons,

the FRAM will be utilized throughout the synthesis process of the

det,ai I ed arch i tecture.
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8.3.2 Conversion/Correction Unit (CCU)

In this section, we shalI describe the conversion/correction cell

with ernphasis on the loading and utilization of the offset and gain

vectors. A conversion/correction chip wil1 be identified. tìle shall

also show the conversion/correction unit and its interface to the

systoìic array unit via a FRAM which will facil itate buffering,

pipeìining and synchronization between the self timing elements.

8.3.2.1 Conversi on/Correcti on Cel I (CCC)

The CCU Ís synthesized folìowing a bottom to top approach through

the cell, chip and unit ìevels. In order to design a conversion/

correction celI (CCC), we have to provide a mechanism for loading,

verification and local storage of the offset (!r) ana gain (Q¡ ) vectors

associated with each CCC. We observe that sìnce both vectors have the

same number of elements (for L segments), the elements of the two

vectors can be interlaced in order to control the cornposite local

storage by utilizing only one FRC. The CCC is shown schematically in

Fig.8.6(a) and emphasizes this design decision. The vectors S, and G-

are inter'l aced in the RAM, with their elements stored in odd and even

locations, respectively. The FRAM read port is used to load the

counter section with L matched pairs of offset and gain vector

elements, and the write port is used to load the FRAM, t.,ith the two

inter'l aced vectors. After loading the vectors into the FRA¡'|, its

contents can be verified by reading them through the write port. Thjs
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is achieved in a special FRAM rnode by inhibiting the other port. Once

veri fi ed, the FRAM i s reset at the beg i nni ng of a conversi on/

correction cycle, triggered bJ T.r, and data is accessed by the RP,

There is no need for SCN > 0 check. The end of the conversion cycle is

indicated by an end-of-conversi on (EoC) tri-state line that is puì1ed

'I ow.

8.3,2.2 Co nvers i on /Correcti on Chip

The conversion/correctíon ceìl, comprising of a counter section

and a local storage section, serves as the basic buiìding block to form

a conversi onl correcti on chi p. The data needed for the

conversion/correction process is stored in the FRAM via the write port,

l,lhile the result of the conversion is stored in the resul t counter. In

orden to facil itate DMA to the chip and unit level, we have to design a

uni fi ed access scherne for extraction of the state vector and for

loading and local storage of S and G matrices. l,le shall finst analyze

the chjp level architecture and then expand the discussion to the unit

level . The chip wil ì consist of four CCCs with the associated

circuitry for controlled access to its ports.

The functional diagran of the conversion/correction chip is

shown in Fir. 8.6(b). All counter section result ports containing -i

appear as contiguous locations ln memory. The port type is selected by

address ìine 45, while the specific port is selected by Ao - Al.

Control and status registers (not shown) are selected by 47. The reset
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input (RESET) clears the counters section and FRAI'I pointers to zero.

EOC line facilitates an extendable wired 0R bus for the whole CCU.

Figure 8.7(a) shovrs such a chip, containing four CCCs with additional

active line termjnation and optical isolation for each pulse stream

input which could be mounted together on a ceramic substrate to form a

conversion/correction hybrid (CCH). l,,lith the advent of integrated

optoelectronics, it should be possibìe to integrate the isolation and

conversion section on the same chip. Direct coupling of fibre-optic

bundles to the chip should solve the severe input pin limitation and

s i gnal conversÍon, adciressed later.

8.3.2.3 CCU Decoding Scheme and Data Access Method

A CCU based on 16 conversion/correction hybrids will be described'

Although decoding and data access are shown for only 64 channel CCU,

the scheme is general and could be expanded for much larger capacity.

The utilization of an input-output processor (l0P) in the CCU should

not be viewed as an implementation detail since it represents a general

data access and synchronization scheme that coul d be uti lized if
further i ntegrati on is attempted.

The CCU consists of up to 16 CCHs, as shown in Fig.8.7(b). All

CCHs are connected to the local bus and are controlled by the I0P. The

internal ports of each CCH are accessed via Ao - At,46,47, while A3 -

A5 are decoded to generate 16 CE lines for the CCHs. The decodÌng

scheme, once A6 is selected, assures that the ports (of the two types)

appear as contiguous locations in memory and, therefore, can be
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accessed using DMA techniques, It shoul d be noted that the FRAM ports

are viewed as contiguous locations in memory although they serve as a

window for data entry, a concept that will be emphasized in the

folI owi ng sec ti o n.

At the end of the conversi on/correcti on pnocess, an EOC signal is

generated within the CCU. The 8089 I0P recognizes the EoC as a DMA

channel attention (CA) si gnal to ini tiate consecutive reads from the

CCU to the input port of the FRAM. Fig.8.8(a) illustrates the general

window process for fast data transfers between two memories, not

necessdrily on the same bus, implemented through a channel . For many

practical purposes, a channel could be viewed as tvro back-to-back DMA

controlIers with a pipelining register. Two types of window processes

are depicted in Fig. 8.8(b) and 8.8(c). The horizontal arrow indicates

data flow from sounce (memory A) to destination (menrory B). Let us

define two pointers, a destination pointer (DP) and a source pointer

(SP). If both SP and DP are incremented through the window process,

contiguous memory data is transferred fron source to destination

residing in separate address spaces, as shown in Fig. 8,8(b). If the

DP remains unchanged throughout the process while SP is incremented, as

depicted in Fig. 8.8(c), data is windowed through a single port.

Since we designed the CCU so that the 5tate vector 1* resides in

contiguous locations of the local memory v¡ithin the address space of

the IOP, it could be accessed via a window process.
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In the design of the SC we pipelinerl conversion/correction and

processing. To alìow for data flow between the CCU and the systolic

array unit (SAU), each designed as a self-timing synchronous element, a

FRAM is used as shown at the top right corner of Fig. 8.7(b). Since

T_< T^_, el ements of the state vector could be windowed to the inputp cs'
port of the FRAM whìle being extracted by the SAU at a pace set by a

computatjon systole. The conversion/correctjon could, therefore,

proceed in paral lel with the computation process.

The interface scheme between the CCIJ and SAU utilizing a FRAM and

a window is implemented via the 8089 I0P. Destination synchronization

to the FIFO write port is utilized. The pipelining of processing and

conversion is achieved through the v,ri ndow process, initiated by EOC

through the CA signal to the FRAM.

8.3.3 Systol ic Array Unit (SAU)

In this section we shall develop, bottom-to-top, the systol ic

processor cell, chíp and unit. Again, we will identify the interface

of the SAU to the CCU and the access rnethod to its local mernory without

interruption of the systolic computation flow.

Let us review the required data flow of matrix elements, with a

band width w into an array of w linear'ly connected inner product step

processors (IPSPs), as depicted in Fi9. 8.9(a). The follovring two

properties should be observed: (i) Odd IPSPs are activated for odd TOe,

and even IPSPs are activated for even TO, throughout the computation

sequence; and (ii) N matrix elements are needed for each IPSP for 2lt
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processing systoles, since a non-activated IPSP implies no data shift

of the assocíated matrix element.

As a direct result of these properties, we could organize an IPSP

and its associated FRAI{ (of length N) in a systol ic processor cel1, as

depicted in Fig, 8.9(b). In order to facil ítate Ioading and

verification of a new set of matrix elements without computation

disruption, a swinging FRAM architecture is proposed. The IPSP

utilizes one FRAM while the other could be accessed through the \^rrite

port by an I0P window process (incìuding verification as a speciaì

mode ) .

Since onìy odd or even processors are activated for each Tpr, ra

propose a composite systolic cel l (CSCE) comprising of odd and even

IPSPs and their associated swinging FRAMs, as shown in Fig. 8.9(b).

The activation of the cell is governed by odd enabìe and even enable

separate control lines. The necessary register set for each cell, as

welI as the data fl ow and acti vation scheme are al so depicted in

Fig. 8.9(b). The entire CSCE could be packaged as a chip for the

ímpì ementation of the SAU,

Let us review the loading nethod of a matrix of band width w into

a SAU comprised of l- CSCES, as shown in Fig. 8.10(a). Each of the N

elements associated with a CSCE (either^ odd or even) is windowed from

ìocal memory to the respective FRAM port. Once all w FRAMS are loaded
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and verified, a matrix context switch is initiated (at the end of TO),

assuri ng non-internupted computation flow.

Figure 8.10(b) provides a block diagram of the SAU and its inter-

face with the rest of the system. The SAU is composed of þ csces, ana

requests state vector data elements through a FRAI4. The data is

windowed vìa the IOP from the CCU to the FRAM. All CSCEs FRAM ports

are viewed as memory locations in the IOP local memory space.

The fjrst data element of the l,l x -f* operation is available at the

SAU output after w steps and is updated every two computation systoìes.

A FRAM is used to provide the buffering and synchronization between the

tr,ro SAUs. As a result of the pipelining described above, we observe

that the whoìe cornputation process is completed in 2N + w + k steps

where w and k are the band rvidth of the ll and I'l matrices.

8.3.4 Cost Function for a Systolic Converter

The systolic converter is composed of three entities: (i) The CCU,

(ii) The SAU; and (jii) IOP and control . Let us defjne a cost

function, C, for the SC with v{ and N as variables. Following the

approach of Mead [37, p. 316], C will be expressed in terms of area and

time. Based on the chip set that was identified for the CCU and SAU,

we can obtain the required area. The area can then be multipìied by

the jnverse of the computation systole which represents the required

computation and nemory bandwidth of the IPSP, and normalized by the
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where !- is the number of conversion/correction chips, w is the number42
of CSCE and k1, k2 and k3 represent the relative area for the CCU, SAU

and I0P chips. After rearrangement, ve obtain

number of channels, as fol lows:

or

, = ( Ï k,*l k, * r,,;þj'u-'

k, k" k,
c = (-j.+r ''t *''' ¡¡zr,r *") 1

+ 2 N N T.,

T k, Ir.*r.
cF(w) =c-9s= ( '+z' ' )(n*I124N2

k2 ,., 2 k1 k3 ,., krN
CF(w) = - 

(-" ) * (- + k2 + 
- ) ' + 

-- 
+ k3

(8.1)

\tt, ¿ I

(8.3)

(8.4)

In order to emphasize the direct dependence on r,r and, more specificaì1y

on the number of CSCt lIì, it is conveníent to redefine the cost'2'

functi on as

N2 4 N24

It is seen that the cost function CF(w) is a parabola'

demonstrate its quadratic increase, the function is plotted

Fig. 8.11(a), for N=50, k1= 1, k21= 10, k22= 0.1, k,= 56.

To

tn

Let us now derive the cost function CF(N) and find an optimal N

(NoOa) for a given w. The area of CSCE is also a function of N since

the nemory in the FRAM increases to accoÍmodate more matrix elements.

Let us assurne that
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k2 = krt + krrN (8.5)

where k21 represents the control area of the FRA¡4, while k22 repnesents

the relative area for a matrix storage element. After substitution in

Eq. 8.4, rle obtai n

cF(N) =
¡t<r, + rz r'r;1|;2 * & * kzr+ kzzN * 

k')r 
* 

krN 
+ ks (8.6)

4N N2 4

0r

cF(N) = (rr,(!)'* i, [) 1 * (! * kr, !)ru + urr(!12+ 
kr ru * k¡

2 2 N 4 2 2 42
(8.7)

(8 .8)

(8. e)

(8,10)

For simpl icity, vle shall write Eq. 8.7 in a paratnetric forn as

CF(N)=¿!+þfi+c

The mínimum value of N can be found by settìng the partial derivative

of the cost function, for a given w, to zero.

N
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The cost function CF(N) with w as a paraìneter is plotted in

Fig. 8.10(b) for k1= l, k22= 0.1, k, = 59. The optimum number of

channels for a given w is indicated, The discussion of the curves is

provi ded i n the next secti on, together \{i th other features of the

system j ust desc ri bed.

8.3.5 Di scussi on

A detail ed architecture at the cel1, chip and unit levels was

described jn the previous sections. Although the level of integration

wìthin the SC is based on the current technology, the fol lov/ing

architectural features will be retained with further integration:

a) Uti lization of the FRAM as a local storage and synchronization

constuct;,

b) The design of the conversion/correction and systolic array unjts as

elements communicating via a FRAM;

c) l,,lindow process for data transfers between SC units;

d) Swi ng ing FRAM for noni nterrupted processi ng scheme as wel I as

pi pe1 i ni ng; and

e) Even/odd composite systolic cell for matrix vector multiplication'

The cost function CF, based on area.time product, was developed

for an architecture with Iimited level of integration. However, the

following properties of a CF were observed:
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a) For a given number of channels, the cost function is quadratical 1y

increasing vJith w, reflecting the increase in the computatjon task

for denser matrices;

b) For a given w and T.r, a faster systolìc array unit is required as

N i nc rea ses l

c) For a given w, we can derive an optimum number of channel s for the

archi tecture. Thi s optimum i s obtai ned as a composí te of two

opposi te trends : (i ) Di stri buti ng the fi xed control cost among a

I arger number of channels; and (ji) increasing computation cost per

channel due to the decrease in computation systole;

d) The optimum nu¡nber of channels increases monotonically with w'

Various problems have to be taken into account when further

integration is attempted for various SC chips:

a) The pin count on the conversion/correction chip increases as 0(N).

b) The processing and locaì memory bandwidth of the composite systolìc

cell increases as 0(N) for a given w'

c) Power dissipation within the integrated sensors and conversion/

correction cell increases linearly with frequency, thus limiting

Tcs

In order to aìleviate the above problems, advancements in the

fibre-optic sensing and jntegrated optoelectronics technology are

requi red to enabl e further i ntegrati on. The resul ts of such

advancements couìd be viewed as reducing kt and k, in comparison with
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k2¡ to obtain a larger Nopt fot a given w

ln the fol lowing chapter, we wilI describe application areas where

the design methodoìogy was applied.
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CHAPTER IX

APPLICATION ARTAS

The systolic DAS design methodology provided in Chapter VII has

been applied to various vector oriented process monitoring practicaì

problems. Each of the following sections will be related to a generic

appìication area and will provide a description of the probìem and the

archjtectural solution. The objects and key concepts that were

utiìized, will also be described. This organization wil ì enabìe us to

have an overô1.l vi ew of the vi tal i ty of the archi tecture, whi I e

pojnting to further extensions that require more research.

9.1 Agricul ture

Very large experiments ìn agriculture research requine control and

monitoring of many environmental charnbers during a long period. Data

acqui red from various chambers have to be cross-correl ated and

processed. Control oF the chanber's environment must be accurate and

very rel i abì e.

A systolic network architecture was conceived, designed,

ìmplemented based on the current microprocessor technology.

fol I owi ng objects were implemented:

and

The

a) A pP based UNE reconfigurable into a station, ìoop controì ìer or

gateway. A network analyzer rvas built supported by a diagnostic
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'layer for state transition data gathering of all network stations;

b) A UNP for a modified Newhall loop was implemented to support the

four basic IJNP entities with an additional netvrork signature layer.

The physical Iayer of the network was implemented utiI izing a

28530 dual communication processor operating at 128 Kbaud with digitaì

phase locked loop. The foìlowing features of the systolic network were

tested:

a) Line cut detection and phase locked synchronization under fragment

mode;

Centraì ized systolic network mode;

Token based synchronization of the network;

UNE fi rmware archi tecture;

UNP software architecture;

Network analyzer supported by diagnostics layer for renote analysis

and testing of network stations; and

State transition capturing and logging of the UNP to facilitate

network si g nature.

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

s)

The network is no\,J a commercial product distributed by an

i ndependent company . Some of the desi gn detai l s were taught i n a

peripheral processors course [70 ] and are covered in detail in the

correspondi ng proi ect documentati on set 171 l.
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9.2 La se rs

A control system for two experimental pu] sed HgBr lasers wjth very

hi gh reì i abi I i ty and EMI immuni ty was requi red. The anchi tecture for

the control system was derived, utilizing the fol lowing objects:

a) A 256-channel strobed systoìic converter, as described in Sec.4.5,

based on programmable counters and control I ed by an LSI/11

process0r;

b) A hybrid sensor, as described in Sec. 4.5.2, was built and tested

in the presence of three large pu1 sed lasers;

c) An architecture for enhancing the capacity of a programmable logic

controller (PLC) through a strobed SC was provided; and

d) A dual redundant systolic network with centralized processing was

designed with extensions for the PLC.

The systol ic data acquisition and control system is being

implemented at the company sjte for a continuous 60-day laser test.

The architecture is described in [72 ].

9.3 CAD/CAM

A computer ai ded desi gn (CAD ) and computer ai ded manufacturi ng

(CAM) architecture for the garment industry was required to fulfill the

following objectives: (i) 0ptimal plant loading at both plant and

corporate ìeveìs; (ii) l¡lork flow control at corporate and plant levels;

(iii) Payrol 1 data colìection; (iv) Style dependent production line

reconfìgurabil ity; (v) Integration of isolated CAD and CAM; (vi) Local

and global expansion capabilities; and (vii) Mininum systsn down-time.
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A generaì system architecture for such a labour intensive

application was derived [73], utilizing the following obiects:

a ) A UNE wi th modi fi cati ons to the converter to accommodate user

'entered data;

b) A multilevel loop architecture with distributed processing of

payrolì data, and plant loading; and

c) A UNP for both CAD and CAM, allowing for network interfacing of

various existing and futune computerized tool s.

A new concept of pl ant reconfiguration based on Petri-net theory

l{as introduced, in order to unìfy the anaìysis, reconfiguration and

presentati on of plant loading.

9.4 Nucl ear Industry

A radiation monitoring system for a nuclear site has been designed

and implemented, as described in Sec. 2.4 and in [S]. The Íìaior draw-

back of the implemented architecture can now be removed by the use of

the systoìic network, with signjficant improvement to the systea

performance. Such a systen is described in the next section.

9.4.1 Composite Radiation and Mi c rometeorol o gy [oqitotjqg System

A vector oriented radiation and mi c rometeorol ogy architecture for

a nuclear site is shown in Fì9.9.1. The systolic network has five

levels. Level one consists of UNEs configured as stations, capable of
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monitoring radiation or micrometeorological phenomena such as wind

speed, pressures, temperature, in close proximity to the reactor site.

Levels tl/io and three consist of gatevrays to facil ìtate partitioning of

the monitored site as well as distributed and systol ic computation,

Level four comprises of the loop contnol ler, while level five consists

of a nai nfrarne computer for correl ati on of radi ati on and

mi c rometeorol ogy state vectors. Conventional monitoring systems f741,

[75], enable the prediction of an evacuation circle around a reactor in

case of an accident. The cornposite system enables the assessment of

prioritized evacuation of sectors. Extensions for rnonitoring nuclear

waste storage facilities with better performance than the one currently

being designed [76]are mandatory and couìd use the above anchitecture.

9.4.2 Reactor Shut-Down System

A systolic shut-down system archÍtecture for a CANDU reactor was

derived, as discussed in Sec. 4.4 and in Chapter VIII. The shut-down

system couìd be expanded for a 0,lA partitioned into I'lAs, each governed

by a systolic shut-down system to form a djstributed global shut-down

system, The loading of the matrices to various SCs coul d folIor.r the

swinging matrix FIF0 procedure that was described in Sec. 8.2, The

exchange of alI matrices could be controlled by the netvronk systole,

Centralized processing wi'l I be utilized for the loop due to the data

reduction at each UNE. Nuclear waste facilities [70 ] are also prirne

candidates for a global shut-down system,
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9.5 Steel I ndustry

An interesting problem in the steel industry is the control of

tension within a continuously processed metal bar in a roll ing miìl

plant. Figure 9.2 jll ustrates the process. A metal bar is formed in

between successive mills, ìocated aìong the metal bar path. Each of

the L mil1s is driven by a DC motor and has an instantaneous shaft

speed oxwhere 1 ( f ( L. Tension in the metal bar should be mjnimized

in order to maintain the quality of the produced steel .

The architecture for the control system is based on the simulta-

neous nìeasurement of the velocity profile of the bar al ong its path as

wel I as the shaft speeds. obtai ni ng the two state vectors that

represent the velocity profile v and the shaft speed {,r to form a global

state vector of the system, is essentÍal for the optimal control .

The systolic converter producing the velocity state vector could

be classified as a strobed and coherent converter. A HeNe laser is

strobed to generate a beam that is spìit jnto a reference beam and an

illuminating beam. The illumr'nating beam is fed into a bundl e of N

single mode fibres via a beam spìitter. The fibres illuminate the

roìling bar at selected points and part of the refìected beam ìs

captured at the matched flbre sensor. The frequency of the neflected

I ìght is shifted as a function of the velocity of the bar at the

illuminated area due to the Doppler effect [77]. The reference bea¡n

and the reflected beams are mixed to produce an N channel pulse stream

with an instantaneous frequency related to the corresponding velocity'

This operation represents a coherent detection in the frequency domain
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(the single mode fibres that preserve a constant phase shift of the

beams are mandatory and should not be replaced by a multimode fibre),

resulting in an instantaneous state vector v. The shaft speeds of L

motors are picked up (muìtipì ied by Z as a result of a slotted disk)

and fed to the systolic converter representing an instantaneous state

vector o. The systol ic converter perforrns the foìlowing functjons:

(i) Conversion of the global state vector; (ii) Processing the strearn

of state vectors to generate a control vector SET.

The control vector is fed jnto an L channej frequency synthesizer

and up converter that provides a reference frequency hff ,c. 
to each of

the L phase locked DC motor speed control systems, as shown in 9.2(b).

The strobing time of the 1aser, if chosen properìy, eliminates any

influence of mechanical vibration serving as a noise gate' The strobed

and coherent systoìic conversion method, described above, expands the

description given in Sectjons 4.5 and 4.6, by shol,Jing that they can be

conbi ned.

The variety of application areas for the systolic DAS architecture

was described in order to prove the vitality of the architecture.

0ther specific appì ications have also been attempted with success. l'le

strongly believe that future implementations and research wiì1 expand

even further the application space and the understanding of systol ic

data acqui si tion systems.
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CHAPÏER X

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMI'IENDATIONS

Conventional scalar type data acquisition systems (DAS) have

drawbacks which make them unsuitable for data skew sensitive, vector

oriented process monitoring applications. It was shown that the

sol ution to the drawbacks may be pnovided by a new architectural

approach and not on Íìe re technologjcal improvement to various DAS

buildìng blocks via VLSI. A new architecture was proposed for highly

repeatable and accurate integrated sensors based on the non fatigue

properties of sil icon and a nel,, conversion/correction method, both

yielding nnnufacturing cost reduction and reliability improvement. It
was shown that removing the traditional barriers between sensing,

conversion and processing ìeads to a new integr ated structure, the

systol ic converter, that enables high throughput vector oriented

process monitorlng. The proposed generic systolic converter

architectures have been applied in application areas that were either

never attenpted at al I or solved only partially by other DAS

architectures. This proves the vitality of the new architecture and

its superior performance. Vector oriented data acquisition systems for

gìobaì1y monitored processes were not attempted before. A new network

architecture was proposed that, al lows global synchronization of

distributed systolic converters and systoì ic processing throughout the

network. The new systolic netwonk enabled certain systolic aìgorithms,

originally designed for VLSI lmpìementations, to operate on state

vectors as data elements. It was shov,/n that the systolic network could
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be impìemented with modified token passing network architectures.

An effort $,as made to minimize the number of basic building bìocks

of the architecture (obiects). A generaì systolic multilevel loop

architecture was described rvith only three basic netvrork entities. A

new layer, calìed a network diagnostic layer, was proposed for the

systolic network to facilitate further performance neasurenents. Based

on jmplementation experience, the diagnostic layer proved itself as a

vitaì tool in system maintenance. A kernel for a design methodology of

the systol jc network was utìl ized in various areas and proven as a

viable tool in systern design, impìementation and testing.

The key contrìbutions of this work, in our vjew, are:

a) Proposed scheme for the removal of the traditional barrier between

sensing, convers'i on, local processing, netrvorkjng and global

processing for vector oriented process monitorìng systems to form a

uni fi ed systolic network archjtecture;

b) Demonstration that a set of systolic architecture design rul es can

be extended beyond the VLSI chip in the case of vector oriented

systol ic netvrorks;

c) Classifìcation of conversion Íìethods and derivation of a genelic

f ami ly of systolic converters;

d) Util ization of silicon for sensing, transmission, conversion

processi ng and networki ng;

e) An attempt to provide several missing links between seemingly

disjoint research disciplines in the context of systolic DAS;
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f) Provision of a kernel for a design nethodology for vector oriented

DAS appl icable with current and future technoìogies; and

S) The use of a deterministic approach to the design and development

of systol ic networks.

Further research is required to either improve or extend this

work. The topics for further research are:

a) The impact of integrated optoelectronics and fibre-optic sensors on

the overall architecture, especial ly on the integrated sensor and

systol ic converter obj ects i

b) Extension of the systol ic array converter and coherent systo'l ic

converter concept to include the newly deveìoped algorithrns for the

{systol ic }x {square or hexagonal } subspace. Special attentíon

should be given to fieìd mapping and imaging appl ications which

demand composite sensing, conversion and reconstruction. l,Je

conjecture that the coherent array converter architecture is the

kernel for three dimensional real-time computed tomography;

c ) Research to obtai n an optimôl systol i c network topol ogy and

protocol for gìobal monitoring of an array oriented process,

preferably I oop based;

d) Extension of the architecture to include deterministic queues of

state vectors and matrix - matrix multiplication algorithms;

e) Theoretical development of a systolic network signature anaìysis;

f) The effects of wide dynamic range sensing on the integrated sensor,

systolic conventer and systolic network archìtecture; and

S) Extension of the design Íethodology for the current and future
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archi tectures .

I humbly believe that this work is only the tip of an iceberg, an

expression I can hardìy avoid in the cold and sunny lrlanitoba. l,,le shal 1

vigorousìy pursue the topics so that the tip outl ined in this work will

not melt away during the sunny seasons here or elsewhere.
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